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WHO SHALL ASCEND THE MOUNTAIN? 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Habennan 

Sel ichot, 1971 
Saturday Night, September 11, 1971 

We have gathered here close to the hour of midnight, at a point in 

time which belongs neither to the day that is ending nor yet to the day 

about to begin. It is indeterminate time, a moment of transition. This 

is the function of this service: a service of transition. of mental 

preparation for a drastic shift in outlook and mood in which we try to 

move to a higher plateau of spirituality as we begin the ascent to the 

high peaks of the sacred: Rosh Hashonah and Yorn Kippur. 

Who shall ascend the mountain of the Lord? 

And who shall stand in His holy place? 

When driving up a steep hill, you must shift gears. Similarly, 

when aspiring to a higher spiritual level, your thinking must undergo 

a change. The change in our mental attitude which is required of us 

is suggested in a scene from a play I saw on Broadway a few years ago: 

The Hero suddenly becomes aware of his own responsibility and guilt 

for the troubles in which he finds himself, loses his poise and, in a 

distraught state of mind runs out of the house and plants himself on 

a street corner. There, he turns to various passers by with the same 

three words: 

11 1 am sorry," -- and to his utter surprise he finds that everybody 

takes him seriously and is glad to hear him apologize as though he 

really owed them an apology. 

"O, that's quite all right," says a distinguished gentleman as 

he passes on. 
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"I didn't mind it at all," replies a lady. 

And a man with a dog accepts the apology for his pet: 

"Well, Puffer, you're no longer angry at that nice man who said 

'sorry•, are you, Puffer? 11 

The point of the scene needs stressing: How quickly we imagine 

ourselves to be the victims of an offense. How easily we assume 

others to be blameworthy and ourselves entitled to apologies. 

The object of the High Holy Days is to reverse this mentality, 

to make us think of ourselves not as victims but as culprits, not as 

the offended but as the offenders, not as those sinned against but as 

sinners. In plain words, the obje-ct of the High Holy Days is to make 

us conscious of evil which we must eradicate not only elsewhere but 

within ourselves. LThis leads us to the spiritual gear shift which we 

must accomplish tonight. Evil would be simple to eradicate if it were 

found in only a few perverse characters. What makes it so enormously 

difficult to deal with is the presence of evil in all of us. 

A Hassidic teacher made a colilllent on the standard abbreviation for 

the Hebrew word for God. It consists of two little 11yods, 11 two little 

dots side by side. Said this teacher: 

"This monogram of God, two dots side by side, symbolizes the truth 

that whever two people live side by side ~ith equal love and respect, 

God is present among themu -- ~Jhich is another way of saying that the 

very power of the Almighty is needed to achieve such a relationship 

of mutuality. 
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Make no mistake about it: One of the most difficult achievements in 

life is the maintenance of a relationship ·of undisturbed mutual respect 

and love between two persons. Great moral and spiritual resources are 

required, from within and without, in order to prevent the decay of our 

relationships, in order to keep us from despising our fellow man, from 

exploiting and degrading him. Just watch two children of the same family 

at play: how long do they remain kind and considerate of each other? 

Within minutes there is a scream, an attempt of one to get the better 

of the other, even violence. 

How long do husband wife remain tender and mutually respectful-

days? Hours? 

The persistent disturbances and conflicts in inter-personal relation

ships are the major human problem today, yesterday and always. Consider 

the first three and best known stories in the Bible: Adam and Eve, Cain 

and Abel and Noah and the Flood. No sooner do Adam and Eve accept one 

another as companions when they practice deception on each other. Cain, 

having an entire world to divide with Abel, still envies his brother's 

portion and so murders him. Noah is found to be the only righteous 

person in a generation of evil doers. 

\Jhat does the Bible assume in all of these ancient myths except that 

men are sinful and that evil is deeply rooted in them--and this insight, 

my friends, is not a myth but a fact. 

Yet Judaism is hopeful. What justifies our optimism? The plain fact 

that there is something in us that reacts to evil, that notes its presence 

and arouses the will to overcome it. 
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Man has been endowed with a unique sensitivit~ which enables him 

to sort out ri gh_t from wrong and he has been given, together with his 

capacity for corruption, the will to moral regeneration. 

The object of this midnight service and of the entire High Holy 

Day observance is to rouse this insight and rooral will power to full 

strength. ---The Hebrew tenninology which predominates on Rosh Hashonah and 

Yorn Kippur includes three expressions or phrases which mark the three 

steps of our moral and spiritual rehabilitation. 

l. Apology 

Let us begin with the tenn "Seliha" the plural of which is 

11 Selihot, 11 the name for this service. Seliha means pardon. It is 

the standard Hebrew expression for apology. The English equivalent 

would be 11 sorry 11
• Seliha does not specify our wrongdoing. Rather 

it is a plea for the continued good will of the offended or injured 

party. It is just a wish, a sentiment. 

Scholars tell us that the word 11 Seliha 11 derived from the ancient 

Accadian which means 11 sprinkle 1 perfume, deodorize. 11 It suggests the 

easiest way, the most popular method of trying to repair a disturbed 

relationship. Seliha, pardon me, excuse me, I am sorry--let's be 

friends again. It invites reconciliation without profound moral 

regeneration. It offers a patching up of things without restitution 

or real refonn. 
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We know from experience that apologjes don't settle very much. 

It is not enough for the offender to ask again for the good will of 

the other person whom he has deeply hurt by insult, by bejrayal, by 

breach of trust, by neglect, by deception, by exploitation. It is 

not enough that we say after causing great torment: "Pardon me, 11 

"Sel iha. 11 There must be a change - a drastic change within the 

offender, to raise the hope of genuine reconciliation. This can 

only be accomplished by the second step in the process of moral re

generation which is described by the Hebrew term of 11 Teshuvah. 11 

2 Return 

Teshuvah means literally "return, .. a drastic change, a turning 

away from sin, rejecting the corrupt and returning to a state of 

integrity. Teshuvah means a disavowal of a certain part of ourselves, 

an inner separation. It means the giving up of wrongful desire, the 

suppression and eradication of the lust to which we yielded in moral 

weakness, even the giving up of deeply rooted habits and addictions. 

Teshuvah means a genuine removal of the wrong to which we have become 

attached. This may involve a far reaching removal of ourselves from a 

corrupting environment or relationship. It may mean the terminatiOon 

of a degrading association. It is not enough that we condemn in our 

hearts or by word of mouth the wrongdoing in which we were involved. 

We must resolve to separate ourselves completely from it in our business 
and 

or occupational practiceyin our personal relationships. 

3. Renewal 

The tlird and highest step in the process of moral regeneration 

I 

) 
is expressed i 'a° beautffu prayer uttered by the congregation especially 

Torah readino ~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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RETURN US, 0 LORD, RENEW OUR DAYS AS OF OLD. It expresses the 

aspiration for renewal. Birth is a one-time event but rebirth 

can happen any time. Birth is a destiny imposed upon us by our 

progenitors, but rebirth is an act of our own doing. We can 

reshape our character in the image of the ideal which we profess. 

This night marks our re-entry into the arena of the struggle for 

moral rehabilitation and self elevation. 

Who shall ascend the mountain of the Lord? 

Who shall stand in His holy place? 

Jewish tradition proposes that the Jew is to approach the High 

Holy Days not in a gloomy mood but with joy and cheerfulness. The 

undercurrent of joy which is to permeate the High HOly Day season 

by changing the Torah covers to the festive color of white. Let 

us not only change the velvet covers of our Torah, but our very 

hearts as we attempt once again the high and lofty moral escalation 

of which we are capable, lifting ourselves up from the first step of 

regret to the highest step of a genuine turning away from every wrong 

to the very highest level of self renewal in complete atonement. 

Who shall ascend the mountain of the Lord? 

AND WHO shall stand in His holy place? 

May each of us feel the pull of this question and yield to it. 

AMEN 
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FAITH IN THIS TIME OF TURMOIL '? .:..t.>1)1,}J. 
.> 

by Rabbi Joshua o. Haberman 

The curtain has risen upon a new chapter in history, 

a new year ••••• We wonder whether the scenes we shall behold 

will move us to tears or laughter. We wonder at what point 

in the unfolding drama of the future we shall turn fmnn mere 

spectators into involved actors. Will the great Producer 

and Director of the human drama habd us a major or minor role, 

a noble or shameful part, something with a happy or unhappy 

ending'l 

The current mood among young and old is, predominantly, 

one of disenchantment. The sensitive people around the world, 

the poets and artists, are filled with sadness, agonizing over 

life which is depicted generally in a state of decadence. 

There is a craving for escape: some turn to drugs; others to 

exotic cults or lifffstyles, representing repudiation of our 

civilization; and ever so many in the so-called "straight 

world" are unnerved by dark forebodings of apocalyptic doom. 

Now, fortunately, there are also those who manage 

to keep their heads above water; who stand firm, unshaken 

and unafraid, in spite of all the storm signals of our time. 

What isit: that ena8les certain persons to preserve 

a posture of co11idence and spiritual poise in time of turmoil 1 

Many centuries ago there lived a man named Habakkuk. 
h,M J.. 

The Bible givesAonly 3~ pages. We know nothing about his personal 

status and family. All we know is his state of mind in reaction 

to great upheavals ind social disorder. We can't tell precisel~ 
,.j 

what disaster1had struck the nation and his own conmunity. 

Suffice it to say that the world was out ofjoint. What really 

shook him up was not the crisis itself but a certain absurdity 

in the flow of events. GoAjpeople perished. Evil-doers prospered. 
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The suffering of the innocent made no sense. Where is the 

meajaingful pattern of history 'l Where is hope and help 'l 

Where is God 1 

Have you heard about the poor little Jewish tailor 

who got lost in the forest and suddenly came face to face with 

a huge bea~ fi'bi\ r~ Jt )) Almighty God, exclaimed the humble tailor. 

If you won't help!!!!_, - please don't help that bearl 

The problem of faith today is_J precisel:; that superior 

success seems to be lined up behind naked power, shameless 

opportunism and cruel exploitation. The voice of the righteous 

is a voice in the wi{ijerness. Where is God 1 

In his own d:isis of faith, Habakkuk said: 

"I will stand upon my watch, and set me upon the 

tower and will wait to see what He will say unto me." 

In other words, Habakkuk resolves to retreat into a kind of 

(2.1) 

mental watch-tower and wait for the light to break. He is willing 

to postpone judgment until he is better able to understand what 

is happening. Meanwhile he will not surrender faith in the 

possibility of meaning •. 1•N■t-tati.lliliiilMt:~~mt~c:s=~lZS1;!IIIJ,..llii11111g1t-1,. a'l!l!l:C&glt pzczaltctly 

~*is ■ ?? i aumpzu L1 ls. In spite of all the frustrations 

and disappointed expectations of his life, he utters this 

magnificent vow: 

Though the fig-tree fail# to blossom, 

Though the olive.6 do• not ripen, 

Though fields yield no food and the flocks perish, 

YET I will rejoice, I will exuffe in the God of my salvation ••• 

which is another way of saying: In spite of everything which 
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turns ••·' men into cynics, .! shall keep up hope and faith • 

If we had to choose a single word as the motto for the 

Rosh Hashanah observance by our people throughout the world, 

it would be Habakkuk's 

of everything. 

Xfil --- a faith affirmed in spite 

Though rivers of blood pollute the world; though old 

hatred5in Ireland, Pakistan and the Middle EAst never die, 

though race be set against race in the USA, though corruption 

defile,every form of government and social system, though the 

United Nations remain impotent and every ideal be betrayed ••••• 

YET we Jews affirm again that God lives and that God is our King 

and that somehow all these evils shall be overcome. 

We do not know when and how, but we do not surrender to cynicism 

ad nihilism. 

Our people clung to faith even during the holocaust. 

The spirit of Habakkuk spoke out d. the mouth of that lovely 

delicate young girl, Anne Frank. Waiting to be captured like 

+ird in its cage, she wrote into her diaty: 

11 In spite of everything, I still believe that people 

are really good at heart. l see the world gradually 

being turned into a wilderness. 1 hear the approaching 

thunder, I can feel the suffering of millions and 

YET, if l look up into the heavens, I think that it 

will all come out right one of these days." 

The same spirit sustains our people in the Soviet Union today. 

Three million of our brothers refuse the silence of despair. 

Thcagh their rulers intimidate them, though they be arrested 

without cause and imprisoned despite innocence, though cut off 

from world Jewry for fifty long years and subjected to spiritual 
bre2-k.. 

genocide, YET they cling to the faith that the light of freedom will A 
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to sentence 
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rs in prison 
-f- ?o1 vf:; 
as I l 1 

of my 
/M om, 
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will 

even if it means going on foot. 11 

What sustains suchAfaith? How can sane, rational persons ignore the 

misery of their present circumstances and rest their hopes on vi~ually 

unattainable possibilities? 

l. Transcend the Subjective Viewpoint 

{k ~f~ffbtl I fhe power of faith becomes available only if you can transcend your 

._;_.----- purely subjective viewpoint on life. It is only natural that I should 

judge everything by the way it affects me personally. 
1~¥1ta~y 

frci1k. 
downpourAalthough the farmer considers it a blessing. As a self-centered 

human being with a very limited mental horizon, I'm quick to judge as 

"good" what pleases me and "bad" that which does not. 

On November 26 of this past year, the newspapers reported the dramatic 

rescue at sea, south of Miami, of Howard Taylor, his wife, Jane and their 

four-year old daughter, Rebecca . .,Jj1ei1 41 [ et fflRts g, ier d cras~ed 

iili!::Jl ~ ~- --1 + h£l "'--"••I 1+ 1· .b a1 1Hh$1X 11111es +row s.z ic,,at _ _ .... 

-OJI t&S After the crew of m cruise ship iad plucked the ----
Taylor family off the wreck of their overturned boat* hi\: 1 i!i3 bl ..;;;ep 

Howard Taylor told his story: 

"We left California two years ago. We had everything, a good home, 

two cars. I had a great job as chief medical technician in a hospital. 

My wife had a fine job in another one as micro-biologist. But I got fed 

up. The war, taxes, politics, suburban living, materialism. You name it, 



So, I decided to take my family and drop out. 11 

The Taylors sold everything, bought the motor sailer and began their 

two year cruise which ended up on the jagged coral reef. As the lifeboat 

was hauled up the side of the cruise ship past hundreds of cheering 

tourists, Mr. Taylor recalled: 

11 Suddenly, it hit me. These people cared. They were happy for us. 

These were people I was fed up with two years ago, nine-to-five 

people, just like I used to be, people who I thought never cared. 11 

The story ended with passengers showering thett=t•ml!E!t Taylor 

family with toys for the child, new clothes, even an apartment in 

Miami. Mr. Taylor summed up the experience: 

11 ! thought we were dead. Now we are starting over. And those 600 

nine-to-fivers and th;'establishment
1
~id it. It's really a great world, 

you know. It rea 11 y is. 11 

How lopsided our judgment can become when we see the world throu~h 
CO iA. d .. :fr O c,,,,,,_,,,- , 

the tinted glasses of our own h Jg; I 1J h A few frustration:) -

and we feel like dropping out. A few pleasant experience~ and society is 

beautiful once more! @--- rt t ,qi ::pct i bots w;d I LI gt 

cola a: I L&. Ll2;fJ If in a particular transaction we draw 

the short end of a deal, we turn cynical and say 11 nice guys finish last." 

If we suffer an accident or major illness, we can no longer believe in God. 

Those who~ ive by 

condition. 

their fait1r'rik their sights above their personal 
I\ 



I lift up mine eyes unto the mountain whence cometh my help. 
s-ee....-

As faith stretches our horizon, weA our own mortal being as mere 

from 

to this m the endless future. 

The philosopher-emperor, Marcus Aurelius, said: 

11 Live as on a mountain~ 11
-- preciseiy what Habakkuk did when he 

resorted to his so-called 11watch tower 11 to gain the elevated larger 

perspective in which our individual troubles and torments appear to 

us differently. If we can transcend our self centeredness for but 

a moment, we might be able to recognize our personal disappointments 

as but the tiniest little eddies in the evolving order which marks the 

true mainstream of history . 

From the heights of such an overview over the totality of life, we 

can bear our personal anguish ,~·m~·~13~11~i:::::::dli ~~E~ift1 ~~~Ri@!ldlz:- I have known men 

and women who have suffered cruel afflictions, who cried out like ...... 
~ ~ ~ LA.C(_ ~ ../~ ) {,...L(_ . 

infants for relief though none was granted.c1fe.b ·1 @3:8:~_ 

Why doe~ always support the faith of His 

most devoted children? Is it not perplexing? It is. It always was. 

It baffled Job. It agonized the psalmists. It drove Habakkuk up the wall. 

The fact is that for reasons all His own God allows the forces of 
-fii~ 

nature to spend themselves without~interference. God will not stage a 
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supernatural rescue when the house is on fire, when the airplane 

crashes to the ground, when a deadly disease is running its 

course. He has not even enabled us to understand how such 

misfortunes can be squsred with God's love, 

justice and unlimited power. Obviously we do not understand itl 

Yet, God has given us theability to face adversity and to live 

through it by faith that somehow there is meaning to it all as 

part of His larger plan. 

2. Patience 

f~/L k~s ~k -~t'fL-44f'-,' J:k 
ationship between patience and faith. 

Without willingness to wait, without patience, faith 

cannot become operative in your life. Y0ur beliefs need time 

to be validated by cumulative experience. 

When the potato plant was firstbrought to Europe 

by Spanist?- explorers from South-A•·terica i n the 16th century, 

French gourmets ware so impatient to taste the newly discovered 

delicacy that they quickly snapped off the first blossoms 

and ate them as salad. They became deathly ill and angrily 

destroyed the remaining plants. Wiser farmers/ who were less 

hasty, waited a while, dug up the grown potatos underground 

and learned to appreciate the nourishing new food. 

The children of this affluent new generation of ours 

are suffering a case of spiritual pdsoning 1these days1 because of 

their haste to taste the fruit of the good life. T~ey are the 

HOW-Generation who have been reared on push-button fulfillment and 

instant gratification. Kenneth Keniston,prof. of spychology at Yale 

and considered to be the most perceptive ovserver of the youth scene, 

in a paper delivered here in if~shington, related the drug culture 

to youth's craving for instant graitification. He said: 



• 

-,-
11 Rather than defer gratification and enjoyment for a distant future, 

immediate pleasure and satisfaction are emphasized. Rather than reverence 

for the traditions of the past, experience in the present is stressed. 11 

AT least part of the attraction of the drug experience is the instant 

mood change it1; r011
'
1
'L~; the immediate sense of tranquility or euphoria, 

or ecstatic vision such as religion could furnish only at the end of 

prolonged practice, intense concentration and considerable intellectual 

and spiritual exertion. We have reared a generation that cannot wait. 

They want fulfillment Q: l · l ]J IJ,t, W-. 

Y We should not blame them for their hedonism. We have instilled it. -
their appetite for pleasure and gratifica · 

. ostponement f any goal or purpose. 

~e,ke......k~) to them) on~f the most objectionable features of the old morality is 

that it demands self denial and self restraint for the sake of a larger 

good to be enjoyed at a later date. They resent,and some openly reject . 
✓ J 

the discipline of training and work habits for the sake of future competence 
Of"~~ and success; they resent and some afiill!IJ' reject sexual restraint for the sake 

of more responsible and meaningful lifetime commitments at a more mature 

age. 

They want to do their own thing now. The elder generation, in their 

excessive permissiveness, has unwittingly undermined youth's capacity for 

faith and morals by failing to teach them patience. We are paying for 

our mistake in the form of an extended generation gap. 
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So many of our children are bitter. They resent the 
1.-. 

world situation such as it is. They feel that we have let them 

down. In popular songs and bold statements, they tell us that 

we should step aside because we, their elders, have produced such 

a defective world. 

11Why can't you finish the war, end poverty,stop racial hate?" 

We should bless them for the beautiful aspirations expressed in 

their protest. What else does our prayerbook ask for 7 

AR.ewe not all praying for love and peace, and bread and brotherhood 1 

Are ~ not bewildere<:J as ~ are) by ceaseless bloodshed contrary 

to all profession of peaceful intentions by the major po~ 

Are~ not shocked1as t~y areJby the absurdities of an economy 

which in the name of profitibility cuts back production while 
't/.' millions starvefo1ruthlessly destroys our natural environment 

in ft frantic efforts to produce all that can be sold 1 

ARe we not appalled) as they are).by the moral indifference of a 
-- e:ff·c1~c· 

scientific establishment which will, with equal 1 ~ ¾::::=----~ 
e ;i.~t'r'? 

~~.:..--equip a hospital for healing or an army for destrucgion 1,AOJJ 1r-;. 

- ,,__d w.t. s ~ ft,,.I4...-. .SD - -
Yet our idealistic children are in~errorA y concentr~ 

'\* 
on these contradictions within our civilization and then, falling 

into despair, dropf ~&t and try'~J:escape into a primitive, 

unpromising existence on the fringes of society. The trouble with 
a 

this reaction is that it is based on I fixed moment1in history. 
~ 

It is like I still picturefof a hurdle race, taken in a split second 

by a high speed camera. The runners are frozen just over the hurdles; 

whether they will clear them, or whether they will fail, the picture 

does not tell us •••• The picture lacks proportion and perspective. 

It excludes the possibilities of the future that are inherent in the 

present. It is as if anyone had tried to judge the potential 

of America by seeing the starved and shivering colonists who had just 
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~o,ite.vtl.L 
landed at Plymouth Rock, or as if .-had tried to gauge the 

future of the Republic by watching the demoralization at Valley Forge • .. 
' Go back for a moment to the dawn of time. CoqSlder that in the 

dark, imprisoned mind of the cave dweller, there already lay 

impounded all the marvelous achW'ements of man that were yet to 

Come, all thlthe himself could neither see, nor grasp, nor 

understand,---- all that he would have refused to believe -

the inventions and discoveries, the worlds of music, song and 

poetry, of philsophy and science. In the mind of that 

primitive cave dweller there was already contained, as in a seed, 

all the blossoming and flowering civilizations that were to come, 

-------but h! could not see the shape of things to come. 

He could not penetrate l the curtains which enshrouded his 

immediately visible and empirical world.RE would have been justified -
in a total psessimism about the future of mankind far more than 

we of this generation. r-- After all, we can look pack upon a long, -
recorded past which, in spite of all of its turns and twists, 

• dfd lead mankind forward to amazing achievments. 

We are therefore justified today in adopting the higher 

realism of faith which counts on the yet unborn possiblities 

of the present for the future. WE NEED PATIENCE AND FAITH. 

Wc2..-shall be utterly lost if we give way to cynicism. Our age is 

not the worst of all ages. In many wa)l6 it is one of the greatest. 

There were surely darker times than ours.a 1 601 •t 11 a 
·tcd~y'sn-o~d 

It is important to raise our sights and see/\events in 

a larger perspective: Long and cruel centuries of oppression 

imperialism and the enslavment of men and nations, do not end 

peacefully and do not gently pass over into a new age of freedom, 

justiceand order, ----without terrible and painful upsets. 

But, the work of the wdld is nevertheless going on, in spite of 
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all the confusion. 

including Israel. 

Many nations have achieved their independence, 

They are on the way to a new and better life. 

The vast masses of the lowest classes. who still in this century 

were treated as human waste-material/are gaining in our daY, a 

higher standard of living, greater competence, security and dignity. 

Knowledge is growing and so is the health and life-span of the 

human race. Long and hard is the way and ~pf~lalls, 

but there is a way, there is a goal. 

Assuredly, we shall not reach the goal in our time, but 

when completion is impossible, continuity of the struggle is. 9it i ~ 
7 Ahptte,(S 

,,. '3 - --· ' 
Our people has known this principle. It is called 11 tradition. 11 

The pi:mpose of our existence as a people is to insure continuity of 

beliefs, of values, of ideals which cannot possibly be 

realized in a sU.gle generation, not even in a single lbdnfml milleniun. 

Like Habakkuk., we too must rise above our momentary frustration, 

anm1mmamdD mount our spiritual watch-tower (as we do today) 
1 

gain the larger view of past and future, the perspective 

of our long history as a apeople 

to carry on. 

and ren-'our determination 

In the beginning of the Nazi era a group of German refugees 

who had lost everything, me-kin Brazil and decided t+orm. a 

congregation. What would be its name? fThey thougif:long and hard, 

and decided to call their congregation: .)i) Ji l)rl r IN SPITE OF EVERYTHING 

Let us salute the new year with these words on our lips: GJ _}//)NJ 

ln spite of everything, we still be"J.ieve. !)~'f» 
Our hope is not lost. Amen. 



FAITH IN THIS TIME OF TURMOIL 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 

Rosh Hashonah Eve 
Sunday, Sept. 19, 1971 

The curtain has risen upon a new chapter in history, a new year. We 

wonder whether the scenes we shall behold will move us to tears or 
rch~~ 

laughter. We wonder at what point in the unfolding rama of the future 

we shall turn from spectators into actors. Will the great Producer and 

Director of the human drama hand us a major or minor role, a noble or 

ignominious part, something with a happy or unhappy ending? 

On -the day when our astronauts landed on 

istinguished member of our Congregation, a 

moon, I had lunch with 

his profession 

the community. The successful moon landing ad stirred his 

He said, 

it is most improbable that I shall be aliv 

from does not frighten me except for a kind 

which disturb us 

the year 2000. 

as it will 

the opportunity of knowing how many of the roblems 

solved by the time we neach 

have one quick look at the world s·tua

from now. I fancy that with whole new 

s to conquer in this new will be no trace left of 

the which loom so 

my friend's exuberanc over world developments in the 

fairly distant future something of a reje tion of today and tomorrow. 

Why escape from the present realities to the reamland of the future? 

Why leap from today into another century? Is th resent juncture in 
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ory really ~o~ribl~ / ;_.;-.....,...__ ~ 5 

m nan moo among young and ol of disenchantment. 

Precisely at a time of fantastic advances in science and technology, .;,, .. r.

the sensitive people around the world, the poets and artists, are filled 

with sadness, agonizing over life which is depicted generally in a state 

of decadence. There is a craving for escape: some turn to drugs; others 

to exotic cults or life styles representing repudiation of our civiliza-
and 

tion; II, ever so many in the so-called 11 straight world 11 are unnerved JiW 

by dark forebodings of apocalyptic doom. 

Now, fortunately, there are also those who manage to keep their heads 

above water; who stand firm, unshaken and unafraid in spite of all the 

storm signals of our time. 

What is it that enables certain persons to preserve a posture of t:o,.._f~ck-.c.e ~d 

spiritual poise in times of turmoil? .4tc ~ cfJ.<A/~:7 ~ ~ f,w I~ Jt,tJ-. 11~ cf 

[.J~. 1 ~.ould 1 ike to answer by poi11ting to a mafl HAO, ill his time, e}<emplified 

s1:1cl, steadfasLi1eSs. The Bible gives Habakkuk only three and a half pages. 

We know nothing about his personal status and family. All we know is his 

state of mind in reaction to great upheavals, wars and social disorder. 

We can't tell precisely what disaster had struck the nation and his own 

community. Suffice it to say that his world was out of joint. ht ti.is 

learn f1e111 llab&Ubi~':;; • .11 • .aids that What really shook him 

up was not the crisis itself but the impossibility of detecting a meaningful 

pattern in the flow of events. Good people perished; evil doers flourished. 

The suffering of the innocent made no sense. What hope, what help is there? 



~ vc,·, -Q__ €/ (/A.... "'f,t~,.._ js -~ VO. LQ.._ r lA. 1k lv,.· (~ ... .e. ◄ ? I 

Cv~ ~ ,,.,;;t-cf c{ ;,-~ le~ 1-; 

~..L ~- cl ,._ l..·. - c,__ • .._ •• ' '( f-/4--_ 
1 

/ w- ( ( 5 I,... J ~ ~ 1,v,Jct. 
1 
_ .... d CM ,,,__,_ ~ it:J;. fr, <v-#!-L.-J 

k c! ,;., /( w,,T ;t. ~-~ £..e ,.J ( 5 J L-,.....,(, -,.... . (:i. . ) 

' • • • .. - r,, 
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Habakkuk resolves to wt :b; · f4r.\ . kind of mental watch tower and 

wait for tne llgnt to 6reak. f:11 otr1E1 w:iit 1:l:s, f\e is willing to postpone 

judgment until he is better able to understand what is happening. 

Meanwhile, he will not surrender his deepest faith that there is a larger 

meaning to it all, although it be hidden and incomprehensible at this 

time. 
In ~p ,/.e.. 

1n a ttJB.eJl'l i Fi ce11 t uttera rec be s,,,., t • R_gea J~ of a 11 the 
0 .h~ 1tJl_ \IOW 4 

frustrations and disappointed expectations in his life, ~~ 

"Though thefi3-tl1ee fails to blossom, 

Though the olive does not ripen 

Though fields yield no food and the flocks perish 

Yet (and no greater 11yet 11 has ever been spoken) I will rejoice, 

I will exult in the God of my salvation. 11 

which is another way of saying, 1 In spite of all the evidence which turns ()~ 

trrin into I cy~i~, .!. shall keep up hope and faith. 

At some other ti me -- no one knows how soon after this declaration of 

unconditional faith - - there came to him the realizaton that his own faith

capacity itself may have been God's gift helping human beings survive. He 

immortalizes his discovery of the mystic power of faith with the often 

quoted, celebrated statement in which, according to the sages, the whole 

Torah is contained: 
';')'/)I 

! J .. . . 
• I 

"THE RIGHTEOUS LIVES BY HIS FAITH. 11 (Habakkuk 2.4) 

Elo ::yru1 • ca l1 ze Uia:t te1ii-9ht, by v it toe of Lllis service, tile du.rish 
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Though rivers of blood pollute our world, -!29%1 :.a: s pal, '1fl t II les 
though old hatreds persist in Ireland, in Pakistan, in the Middle East, 

though rapce be set against race in the United States, though corruption 

defile every form of government and social system, though oppression 

and aggression be tolerated by an impotent United Nations, though every 

ideal be betrayed --- yet WE JEWS AFFIRM AGAIN THAT GOD LIVES AND THAT 

GOD IS OUR KING AND THAT SOMEHOW ALL THESE EVILS SHALL BE OVERCOME. 

We know not when and how salvation shall be achieved, but we do not 

~ elge f_ e ::tcb.b_z± 5 E ·I I-, tJ I:: I surrender to 

cynicism and nihilism. 

OUr people clung to~ faith 

of Habakkuk spoke out of the mouth 

Anne Frank6 Waiting to be captured 

diary: 

even during the holocaust. The spirit 

of th~ ovely oung girl, 
lY s·Ae. 

like a bird in a cage, wrote into her 
1 

ll ln spite of everything, I still believe that people are really good 

at heart. (:£; imi;ily b6ll'.lr+ b: d Jd my bapes oo a £oiir.:idati9R gf b9Afllsiao, 

_ misery aRd dea~ I see the world gradually being turned into a wilderness. 

I hear the approaching thunder, I can feel the suffering of millions and 

~ if I look up into the heavens, I think that it will all come out 

right one of these days. 11 

The same spirit sustains our people n the Soviet Union Three 

million of our brothers refuse the silence of despair. Though their 

rulers intimidate them~ though they be arrested without cause and 

imprisoned despite innocence; though they be cut off for fifty long years 

from world Jewry and subjected to spiritual genocide,~ they cling to 

~ F=fi::i:s:=l:Et~eileH~BF~1 a:· !:0 •t. the faith that the light of freedom will break. ,,w1111, IEI I -• .. . 
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supernatural rescue when the house is on fire, when the airplane crashes 

to the ground, when a deadly disease is running its course. He has not 

even enabled us to understand how such misfortunes can be squared with 

God's love, justice and unlimited power -- obviously we do not understand 

it! Yet, God has given us the power to face adversity and to live 

through it by faith that somehow there is meanning to it all as part of H ,5 

~ larger plan. 

you 

2. The Willingness to Wait 

There is a relationship between patience and faith. 

1If you cannot confide 

confidence you will 

for the long pull. 

become operative in your life. 

to wait l/without patiencfaith cannot 

½,.J. I\) 

The children of this affluent generation have been reared on instant 

gratification. They are called the 11 now-generation. 11 c.:Eb:tri s=t i'le key 1:e 

, bhe lflera I a:11d sp 11 i taal ;a~ tm LuiMii ttn~ gem:, d tj 011s. Kenneth Keniston, 

professor of psychology at Yale and considered to be the most perceptive 

observer of the youth scene, in a paper delivered here in Washington, 

related the drug culture to youth's craving for instant gratification. 

He said: 
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At this time of the year we reach the end of the Torah. After leading 

the people of Israel across the Red Sea, giving them the Ten Commandments 

and guiding them through the wilderness, Moses reaches the bank of the 

River Jordan. There he is told that he must not cross over to crown his 

lifetime work with the conquest of the Promised Land. Moses pleads for 

the privilege of finishing the job. Now, was this not the most natural 

thing to ask for? He wanted to finish what he had started. Yet, perhaps 

precisely for this reason, God denied the wish. Maybe it was meant as 

an object lesson for all future generations. Do not expect completion. 

If you're aiming at a truly important~ great goal, if you have dedicated 

yourself to a high ideal, you 1 re not likely to finish it in a single 

lifetime! 

God prefers another way. Moses, I can 1t let you cross over the River 
ls;, 

Jordan and lead· ,n t e conquest of Canaan--but go and••-~ appoint 
A 

your successor, the more youthful Joshua. Strengthen and encourage him. 

He will finish your job. You cannot have completion, but you can insure 

continuity. 

There comes a point in the life of everyone when he must pass on his 

most important tasks and commitments to others. So it is in family life. 

Not everything that 

can be accomplished 

the task. At best, 

geoeratieRs. ~o it .. 

is planned and 

in the lifetime 

be CiHl GGYRt QR 

bring his work to ompletion. 

hoped for children and grandchildren 

of the parents -~ paieeAt ea11 co111pl e Le 

GGRtiRYH~l jr:i tbe second al'.ld tbh:d 
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Our people has known this principle. It is called "tradition." 

The purpose of our existence as a people is to insure continuity of 
. po::,-,. ':.>IJ 

beliefs, of values, of ideals which cannot be realized in a single 

generation, not even in a single milleniu~ reason for the 

Jewish insistence upon comnunal worship as against purely private 

prayer i s to insure continuity of our moral and spiritual commitment 

from generation to generation. ~ ontinu"l't:Y is 11e:.: je013arsr.zed-

----~-~b~gr±becthe.~g~e~Q~a~r.at~i~0~11r-e=c~m~11~1~,zc1C\:=1 ------~· /~ 
/ ch,\~r~ye, V So many of our ymitl'I ~AGW=tl:S. bitter.i:18S. They resent the world 

&J" • situation such as it is ., at1el ·.n:taid blame as Fo, --4-t.. They feel that we 

~ 

.. 

let them down. In popular songs and bold statements, y01:Jtl'l 1
~ eeuflte-r t\-ier 

~ultu~ tell \ · us to step aside because we, their elders, have produced 

such a defective world . 

"Why can't you f inish the war, end poverty, stop racial hate?" 

They act as if we, middle-agers, parents an had 

inherited a perfect world and we spoiled it. 

Nothing would be farther from the truth. We inherited a world that 

festered with decay, which was nearly devastated by two world wars and 

somehow we maintained a measure of freedom, order and the groping for 

more enduring peace. In some ways we have allowed new evils to crop 

out, and in some ways we have improved things. In any event, our so

called anti-establishment youth, drop-outs and rebels of the counter culture, 

by leaving us, have broken the continuity of the hopes of many generations. 

By their impatience, compounded with ignorance of the past, they 

have broken the chain binding the generations in great common aspirations. 
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_...W.e--<:.aMe - e-t: tMm g{b-------WF-t1eed: th-em, ==lil:f>3r:::are- a11cf11t11-re. o wi 11 
! ' 

ntain universities, clinics, Jc)t,•; i' , synagogues, law courts and 
~ - ~ .·o-,,,._lfi}CfJ-k~~ 
wuvcnrno~ a1:1~4,y if{!hese are @1umped together as 11 establishment 11 

_____ _,._._.cl. he 1 d in co.nteinp.1:1?'.___----- --:-----------=-~-;--
~-~ 11.t ~ j 1""-7,:}-f; ~ .~0-1,,,....cud /Iv /4,. ~ 6(7L,._ f ,,)5/-j ~ h ~ t_, 
~ITTS dW @1 llmf the chain binding the generations in great common 
' ✓-

aspirations, w P J he e ~k 11 .J t--fl«J 111 I IA 11t1speabah]e :trJ§edv tbe "---

end of eivili~et· 
.,.-e.pa i'.r 

Is there any hope? Can we f w1.t this tragic rupture? Of course 

@ 
/j l ik- ~ -~O(A.A,._,+:I;) W-5(11--... l.:::i:,{ .~e.. J k0~,,. J'.i 

.----there is hope.~;ukyeserted to his watch tower..-<o gain the larger 

t . W . . ~ fl>•S Ht perspec ive. e, too, must rise above the mome~ol'ltatigAand look 

over the 1 arger 1 andscape of past and future -- and in the perspective f ti~ J 

ee~~ _j::7i::_ - -
s-f ou1 911'lee as el dm:s -- we~ renew our e,ese / aep::,e1+<,,._.vF::-JP 

r~'J~ 
We remember our own time of youth and the various cycles of 1s elief 

nd belief, of rebellion and recommitment through which we, ourselves, 

have passed. The present generation is no different. It is going through 

rapid change. Their passions have shifted from the battle for social 

justice, to the war in Southeast Asia, to ecology. They have experimented 

with new life styles, the flower children, communes and drugs -- and they 

have not found paradise yet. The most radical among them, the drop-outs, 

sit around with a vacant look on their faces and are bored. The rebels 

have lost their enthusiasm. So, there you have them, unhappy after all 
{,~ f-s 5-{;1,, 

the rebellion, after all the experiments, ....ttl:all f eir new freedom and 

new morality! 



(: . Cle~"" ~ . ~ /)ft I 
. I~ ,,,r- fe- y1~1') , 

I 
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Who will maintain universities, clinics, charities, churches, synagogues, 

law courts and welfare agencies if all these are lumped together as 
11 establishment 11 andheld in contempt? 

Is there any hope? Can we repair this tragic rupture? Of course 

there is hope. Habakkuk resorted to his watch tower to gain the larger 

perspective. We, too, must rise above the momentary confrontation and 

look over the larger landscape of past and future -- and in the perspective 

of our greater experience as elders -- we can renew our hope. 

We remember our own time of youth and the various cycles of disbelief 

and belief, of rebellion and recommitment through which we, ourselves, 

have passed. The present generation is no different. It is going through 

rapid change. Their passions have shifted from the battle for social 

justice to the war in Southeast Asia to ecology. They have experimented 

with new life styles, the flower children, communes and drugs -- and they 

have not found paradise yet. The most radical among the~, the drop-outs, 

sit around with a vacant look on their faces and are bored. The rebels 

have lost their enthusiasm. So, there you have them, unhappy after all 

the rebellion, after all the experiments, after tasting their new freedom 

and new morality! 

There is hope that, having nowhere else to go, they will take another 

look at the tradition from which they broke away, rediscover its values 

and rejoin us. There is hope that our youth may come to recognize that 

justice, enduring peace and freedom are goals worth waiting for, that 

the smaller acts of decency, kindness and helpfulness are worth doing 

even if they do not produce Utopia; that a few right steps on the way 

are meaningful even if the goal is unattainable in a single lifetime---

as long as continuity is assured. 
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This is what we are here for tonight: to pledge continuity of 

Israel's age-old commitment, upholding our faith in God in whose 

name we would shape a more perfect world, determined to live by our 

faith, undeterred by personal adversity and regardless whether or not 

we see fruition in our own time. 

We are a people with a dream and yet we are not just dreamers. 

Henry David Thoreau once said: 

11 If you built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; 

that is where they should be. Now, put the foundations under them. 11 

This is also Judaism's prescription: to dream the prophetic dream 

of a perfect society--and, at the same time, work patiently for its 

realization within present social realities, by curbing savagery, 

by strengthening respect for justice and law, by sharpening concern 

for human welfare, by extending lines of cooperation across ethnic, 

racial and national boundaries and by upholding the doctrine which is 

the foundation of all of our idealism that humanity bears the stamp of 

divinity, that life is sacred. 

AMEN 
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Our people has known this principle. It is called 11 tradition. 11 

The purpose of our existence as a people is to insure continuity of 

beliefs, of values, of ideals which cannot be realized in a single 

generation, not even in a single millenium. The reason for the 

Jewish insistence upon f I J • communal worship as against purely private ( ( 

prayer is to insure continuity al and spiritual commitment 

ration to ""': 5 ('0"1:-/-, ~ , .s 1,0W Jr1or~Ycl.y ci ~ d ~ 

~ ,OltL_w.e~;l.¥€!........ll1atl.aLg.ecLJ:.o..-!Ca4t--s-e-ttre-pn:Seftt---gerrre,rat:tuirrc~yotl'ttt-

~ 
~t011tb sbo,,· 1:11, bitter~ They resent the world situation such as it 

Tkfi.a.,l fha,,'f"t-,..J?_ J.tvt fJ-o,.,.,,. dow,.,:' 'lvA:; ra,,,..·f.:;v"'--..P,i,.,~l../2.tw~e,,,..d p 9 ~
1

5'{.op v~r-~ 
is and would blame us for it.I\ In popular songs and bo1d statements, bUo7)~ 
youth's counter-culture tells us to step aside because we, their 

elders, have produced such a defective world. They act as if we, middle

agers, parents and grandparents had inherited a perfect world and we 

fpoi led it. 

Nothing would be farther from the truth. We inherited a world that 

festered with decay, which was nearly devastated by two world wars and 

somehow we maintained a measure of freedom, order and the groping for 

more enduring peace. In some ways we have allowed new evils to crop out> 

and in some ways we have improved things. In any event, our so-called 

anti-establishment youth, drop-outs and rebels of the counter cultur,e, o/ le.av,~ 

ct, .... e l::e1::t" us 
. ) 

have broken the continuity of the hopes of many generations. 

a sizable portion of e new generation is ranged in opposition 

continu·ty for our 

us in c~empt, they re dest oying ~oss· 

'fe's work,i>'tlr institutions, our values. 
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There is hope that, having nowhere else to go, they will take another 

look at the tradition from which they broke away, rediscover its values 

and rejoin us. There is hope that our youth may come to recognize t t- --
e--f...--i....e w..e 

justice, enduring peace and freedom are goals worth waitin for that 

he smaller acts of decency, kindness and helpfulness are worth doing 

even if they do not produce Utopia; that a fe$von the way are 
<I-\. as:~ ·f;..i) 

meaningful even if the goal is unattain~l~ - as long as continuity 

is assured. 
- -----

This is what we are here for tonight: to pledge continuity of 

Israel 1 s age-old commitment, upholding our faith in God in whose 

name we would shape a more perfect world, determined to live by our 

faith, undeterred by pers011l adversity and regardless whether or not 

we see fruition in our own time. 

The sages tell us of the old farmer who planted an olive tree. 

11 How strange, 11 said one, 11 that you, a man near 80 years of age should 

plant a tree whose first fruit will not ripen until 20 years are past. 

Do you expect to live that long? 11 

The old man replied: 

11 As my father planted trees whose fruit I have eaten, so am I planting 

for my children and children's children. 11 

This is our task: to keep ablaze a flame of faith which former 

generations preserved for us, a faith whose fuller light will shine on 

the path of a better and happier generation yet to come. 

AMEN 



Rosh Hashanah Eve 
September 19, 1971 

THE HIGHER REALISM OF FAITH 
FAITH IN THIS TIME OF TURMOIL 

The curtain has risen upon a new chapter in history, a new year. 

We wonder whether the scenes we shall behold will move us to tears or 

laughter. We wonder at what point in the unfolding drama of the future 

we shall turn from mere spectators into involved actors. Will the 

great Producer and Director of the human drama hand us a major or minor 

role, a noble or shameful part, something with a happy or unhappy 

ending? 

The current mood among young and old is, predominantly, one of 

disenchantment. The sensitive people around the world, the poets and 

artists, are filled with sadness, agonizing over life which is depicted 

generally in a state of decadence. There is a craving for escape: some 

turn to drugs; others to exotic cults or life styles, representing 

repudiation of our civilization; and ever so many in the so-called 

"straight world" are unnerved by dark forebodings of apocalyptic doom. 

Now, fortunately, there are also those who manage to keep their heads 

above water; who stand firm, unshaken and unafraid, in spite of all the 

storm signals of our time. 

What is it that enables certain persons to preserve a posture of 

confidence and spiritual poise in time of turmoil? 

Many centuries ago there lived a man named Habakkuk. The Bible 

gives him only 3-1/2 pages. We know nothing about his personal status 

and family. All we know is his state of mind in reaction to great 

upheavals and social disorder. We can't tell precisely what disaster 
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had struck the nation and his own community. Suffice it to say that 

the world was out of joint. What really shook him up was not the crisis 

itself but a certain absurdity in the flow of events. Good people 

perished. Evil-doers prospered. The sufferings of the innocent made 

no sense. Where is the meaningful pattern of history? Where is hope 

and help? Where is God? 

Have you heard about the poor little Jewish tailor who got lost in 

the forest and suddenly came face to face with a huge bear. 

Almighty God, exclaimed the humble tailor. If you won't help me, please 

don't help that bear! 

The problem of faith today is, precisely, that superior success seems 

to be lined up behind naked power, shameless opportunism and cruel 

exploitation. The voice of the righteous is a voice in the wilderness. 

Where is God? 

In his own crisis of faith, Habakkuk said: 

11 I will stand upon my watch, and set me upon the tower and 

will wait to see what He will say unto me. 11 (2. l) 

In other words, Habakkuk resolves to retreat into a kind of mental watch 

tower and wait for the light to break. He is willing to postpone judgment 

until he is better able to understand what is happening. Meanwhile he 

will not surrender faith in the possibility of meaning. In spite of all 

the frustrations and disappointed expectations of his life, he utters 

this magnificent vow: 

Though the fig tree fail to bloosm, 

Though the olives do not ripen, 

Though fields yield no food and the flocks perish, 
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YET I will rejoice, I will exult in the God of my salvation .. 

which is another way of saying: In spite of everything which turns 

men into cynics,.!.. shall keep up hope and faith. 

If we had to choose a single word as the motto for the Rosh Hashanah 

observance by our people throughout the world, it would be Habakkuk's YET 

a faith affirmed in spite of everything. 

Though rivers of blood pollute the world; though old hatreds in 

Ireland, Pakistan and the Middle East never die; though race be set against 

race in the USA; though corruption defile every form of government and 

social system; though the United Nations remain impotent and every ideal 

be betrayed •.• YET we Jews affirm again that God lives and that God is 

our King and that somehow all these evils shall be overcome. 

We do not know when and how, but we do not surrender to cynicism and 

nihilism. 

Our people clung to faith even during the holocaust. The spirt of 

Habakkuk spoke out of the mouth of that lovely, delicate young girl, Anne 

Frank. Waiting to be captured, like a bird in its cage, she wrote into 

her diary: 

"In spite of everything, I still believe that people are 

really good at heart. I see the world gradually being 

turned into a wilderness. I hear the approaching thunder, 

I can feel the suffering of millions and YET, if I look up 

into the heavens, I think that it will all come out right one 

of these days. 11 
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The same spirit sustains our people in the Soviet Union today. 

Three million of our brothers refuse the silence of despair. Though 

their rulers intimidate them, though they be arrested without cause 

and imprisoned despite innocence, though cut off from world Jewry for 

fifty long years and subjected to spiritual genocide, YET they cling 

to the faith that the light of freedom will break. 

What sustains such indomitable faith? How can sane, rational 

persons ignore the misery of their present circumstances and rest their 

hopes on virtually unattainable possibilities? 

l. Transcend the Subjective Viewpoint 

In the first place, the power of faith becomes available only if 

you can transcend your purely subjective viewpoint on life. It is only 

natural that I should judge everything by the way it affects me 

personally. Personally, I deplore a heavy downpour of rain although 

the farmer considers it a blessing. As a self-centered human being 

with a very limited mental horizon, I'm quick to judge as 11 good 11 

what pleases me and 11 bad 11 that which does not. 

On November 26 of this past year, the newspapers reported the 

dramatic rescue at sea, south of Miami, of Howard Taylor, his wife, 

Jane, and their four-year old daughter, Rebecca. After the crew of 

a cruise ship had plucked the Taylor family off the wreck of their 

overturned boat, Howard Taylor told his story: 

11 We left California two years ago. We had everything, a good home, 

two cars. I had a great job as chief medical technician in a hospital. 

My wife had a fine job in another one as micro-biologist. But I got fed 

up. The war, taxes, politics, suburban living, materialism. You name it, 
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So, I decided to take my family and drop out. 11 

The Taylors sold everything, bought the motor sailer and began 

their two year cruise which ended up on the jagged coral reef. As 

the lifeboat was hauled up the side of the cruise ship past hundreds 

of cheering tourists, Mr. Taylor recalled: 

"Suddenly, it hit me. These people cared. They were happy for 

us. These were people I was fed up with two years ago, nine-to-five 

people, just like I used to be , people who I thought never cared. 11 

The story ended with passengers showering the Taylor family with 

toys for the child, new clothes, even an apartment in Miami. Mr. 

Taylor summed up the experience: 

11 I thought we were dead. Now we are starting over. And those 600 

nine-to-fivers and the 11 establishment 11 did it. It's really a great world, 

you know. It really is. 11 

How lopsided our judgment can become when we see the world through 

the tinted glasses of our own condition. A few frustrations, -- and 

we feel like dropping out. A few pleasant experiences, and society is 

beautiful once more! If in a particular transaction we draw the short 

end of a deal, we turn cynical and say "nice guys finish last. 11 If we 

suffer an accident or major illness, we can no longer believe in God. 

Those who really live by their faith must raise their sights above 

their personal condition. 

I lift up mine eyes unto the mountain whence cometh my help. 

The philosopher-emporer, Marcus Aurelius, said: 

"Live as on a mountain, 11 precisely what Habakkuk did when he 

resorted to his so-called "watch tower 11 to gain the elevated larger 
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perspective in which our individual troubles and torments appear to 

us differently. If we can transcend our self centeredness for but a 

moment, we might be able to recognize our personal disappointments 

as but the tiniest little eddies in the evolving order which marks 

the true mainstream of history. 

From the heights of such an overview over the totality of life, 

we can bear our personal anguish. I have known men and women who have 

suffered cruel afflictions, who cried out like infants for relief 

though none was granted. You know such people, I am sure. Why does 

not God always support the faith of His most devoted children? Is 

it not perplexing? It is. It always was. It baffled Job. It 

agonized the psalmists. It drove Habakkuk up the wall. 

The fact is that for reasons all His own God allows the forces of 

nature to spend themselves without His interference. God will not stage 

a supernatural rescue when the house is on fire, when the airplane crashes 

to the ground, when a deadly disease is running its course. He has not even 

enabled us to understand how such misfortunes can beSCfuared with God's 

love, justice and unlimited power. Obviously we do not understand it! 

Yet, God has given us the ability to face adversity and to live through 

it by faith that somehow there is meaning to it all as part of His larger 

plan. 

2. Patience 

Faith has another prerequisite. There is a relationship between 

patience and faith. Without willingness to wait, without patience, 

faith cannot become operative in your life. Your beliefs need time to 

be validated by cumulative experience. 
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When the potato plant was first brought to Europe by Spanish 

explorers from South America in the 16th century, French gourmets 

were so impatient to taste the newly discovered delicacy that they 

quickly snapped off the first blossoms and ate them as salad. They 

became deathly ill and angrily destroyed the remaining plants. Wiser 

farmers, who were less hasty, waited a while, dug up the grown potatos 

underground and learned to appreciate the nourishing new food. 

The children of this affluent new generation of ours are suffering 

a case of spiritual poisoning these days because of their haste to taste 

the fruit of the good life. They are the NOW-generation who have been 

reared on push-button fulfillment and instant gratification. Kenneth 

Keniston, professor of psychology at Yale and considered to be the most 

perceptive observer of the youth scene, in a paper delivered here in 

Washington, related the drug culture to youth's craving for instant 

gratification. He said: 

"Rather than def er gratification and enjoyment for a distant future, 

immediate pleasure and satisfaction are emphasized. Rather than 

reverence for the traditions of the past, experience in the present is 

stressed." 

. At least part of the attraction of the drug experience is the 

instant mood change it promises, the immediate sense of tranquility or 

euphoria, or ecstatic vision such as religion could furnish only at the 

end of prolonged practice, intense concentration and considerable 

intellectual and spiritual exertion. We have reared a generation that 

cannot wait. They want fulfillment now. 
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We should not blame them for their hedonism. We have instilled it. 

We have stimulated their appetite for pleasure and gratification. We 

have not taught them tolerance of delay or postponement of any goal or 

purpose. Consequently, to them one of the most objectionable features 

of the old morality is that it demands self denial and self restraint 

for the sake of a larger good to be enjoyed at a later date. They resent, 

and some openly reject, the discipline of training and work habits for 

the sake of future competence and success; they resent and some openly 

reject sexual restraint for the sake of more responsible and meaningful 

lifetime commitments at a more mature age. 

They want to do their own thing now. The elder generation, in their 

excessive permissiveness, has unwittingly undermined youth's capacity 

for faith and morals by failing to teach them patience. We are paying 

for our mistake in the form of an extended generation gap. 

So many of our children are bitter. They resent the world situation 

such as it is. They feel that we have let them down. In popular songs 

and bold statements, they tell us that we should step aside because we, 

their elders, have produced such a defective world. 

11 Why can't you finish the war, end poverty, stop racial hate?" 

We ~should bless them for the beautiful aspirations expressed in their 

protest. What else does our prayerbook ask for? Are we not bewildered, as they are, 

by ceaseless bloodshed contrary to all profession of peaceful intentions by 

the major powers? Are we not shocked, as they are, by the absurdities of 

an economy which in the name of profitability cuts back production while 

millions starve? Or, ruthlessly destroys our natural environment in 
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frantic efforts to produce all that can be sold? Ar~ we not appalled, 

as they are, by the moral indifference of a scientific establishment 

which will, with .equal efficiency, equip a hospital for healing or 

an army for destruction? 

Yet our idealistic children are in error -- and we must tell them 
bJ C•~C~~tr:ttt~fr 

so -- they are in error on these con radictions within our civilization 
~ 

and then, falling into despair, dropping out and trying to escape into 

a primitive, unpromising existence on the fringes of society. The 

trouble with this reaction is that it is based on a fixed moment in 

history. It is like a still picture of a hurdle race, taken in a split 

second by a high speed camera. The runners are frozen just over the 

hurdles; whether they will clear them, or whether they will fail, the 

picture does not tell us. The picture lacks proportion and 

perspective. It excludes the possibilities of the future that are 

inherent in the present. It is as if anyone had tried to judge the 

potential of America by seeing the starved and shivering colonists who 

hid just landed at Plymouth Rock, or as if someone had tried to gauge 

the future of the Republic by watching the demoralization at Valley 

Forge. - Go back for a moment to the dawn of time. Consider that in 

the dark, imprisoned mind of the cave dweller, there already lay 

impounded all the marvelous achievements of man that were yet to come, 

all that he himself could neither see, nor grasp, nor understand -- all 

that he would have refused to believe -- the inventions and discoveries, the 

worlds of music, song and poetry, of philosophy and science. In the mind 

of that primitive cave dweller there was already contained, as in a seed, 

all the blossoming and flowering civilizations that were to come, -- but 

he could not see the shape of things to come. He could not penetrate 
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the curtains which enshrouded his immediately visible and empirical 

world. He would have been justified in a total pessimism about the 

future of mankind far more than we of this generation. After all, we 

can look back upon a long, recorded past which, in spite of all of its 

turns and twists, did lead mankind forward to amazing achievements. 

We are therefore justified today in adopting the higher realism of 

faith which counts on the yet unborn possibilities of the present for 

the future. WE NEED PATIENCE AND FAITH. We shall be utterly lost if 

we give way to cynicism. Our age is not the worst of all ages. In many 

ways it is one of the greatest. There were surely darker times than 

ours. It is important to raise our sights and see today's troubled 

events in a larger perspective: Long and cruel centuries of cppression 

imperialism and the enslavement of men and nations do not end peacefully 

and do not gently pass over into a new age of freedom, justice and order 

without terrible and painful upsets. But, the work of the world is 

nevertheless going on, in spite of all the confusion. Many nations have 

achieved their independence, including Israel. They are on the way to a 

new and better life. The vast masses of the lowest classes, who still 

in this century were treated as human waste material, are gaining in our day 

a higher standard of living, greater competence, security and dignity. 

Knowledge is growing and so is the health and life span of the human race. 

Long and hard is the way and the pitfalls are many, but there is a way, 

there is a goal. 

Assuredly, we shall not reach the goal in our time, but when 

completion is impossible, continuity of the struggle is all that matters. 
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Our people has known this principle. It is called 11 tradition. 11 

The purpose of our existence as a people is to insure continuity of 

beliefs, of values, of ideals which cannot possibly be realized in a 

single generation, not even in a single millenium. Like Habakkuk, we 

too must rise above our momentary frustraton, mount our spiritual watch 

tower (as we do today), gain the larger view of past and future, the 

perspective of our long history as a people and renew our determination 

to carry on. 

In the beginning of the Nazi era agroup of German refugees who had 

lost everything met in Brazil and decided to form a congregation. What 

would be its name? They thought long and hard, and decided to call their 

congregation: Gv .JJ')t1JIN SPITE OF EVERYTHING. 

Let us salute the new year with these words on our lips: 

In spite of everything, we still believe. 

Our hope is not lost. 

Amen 



Rosh Hashanah Eve 
September 19. 1971 

~ r-7ff 
THE HIGHER REALISM OF FAITH 

FAITH IN THIS TINE OF TURMOIL 

~-& WoLv jk,XAd~·5 
qi4f (i~~~r~-rr~~ 

CC:_ f,e~-~ 

L ~r( f else, ~i..e....,,,,,' 

The curtain has risen upon a new chapter in history, a new year. 

We wonder whether the seer.es we shall behold will move us to tears or 

laughter. We wonder at ·hat point in the unfolding drama of the future 

we sha 11 turn from mere spectators into envo 1 ved actors. Wi 11 the 

great Producer and Director of the human drama hand us a major or minor 

role, a noble or shameful part, something with a happy or unhappy 

ending? 

The current mood among young and old is, predominantly, one of 

disenchantment. The sensitive people around the \:'orld, the poets and 

artists, are filled with sadness. agonizing over life which 1s depicted 

generally in a state of decadence. There is a craving for escape: some 

turn to drugs; others to exotic cults or life styles, representing 

repudiation of our civilization; and ever so mar1y in the so-called 

"straight world" are unnerved by dark forebodings of apocalyptic doom. 

Now, fortunately. there are also those who manage to keep their heads 

above water; \:Jho stand firm, unshaken and unafraid, in spite of al 1 the 

storm signals of our time. 

What 1s ;t that enables certain persons to preserve a posture of 

confidence and spiritual poise in time of tunnoil? 

Many centuries ago there lived a man named Habakkuk. The Bible 

gives him only 3-1/2 pages. We know nothing about his personal status 

and frunily. All we know is his state of mind in reaction to great 

upheavals and social disorder. We Fan 1 t tel1 precisely what disaster 
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had struck the nation and his own coranunity. Suffice it to say that 

the world was out of joint. What really shook him up was not the crisis 

itself but a certain absurdity in the flow of events. Good people 

perished. Evil-doers prospered. The sufferings of the innocent w.ade 

no sense. Where 1s the meaningful pattern of history? Where 1s hope 

and help? Where is God? 

Have you heard about the poor 1 ittle Jewish tailor who got lost in 

the forest and suddenly came face to face with a huge bear. 

Almighty God, exclaimed the humble tailor. If you won't help me, please 

don't help that bear! 

The problem of faith today is, precisely, that superior success seems 

to be lined up behind naked power, shameless opportunism and cruel 

exploitation. The voice of the righteous is a voice 1n the wilderness. 

~/here is God? 

In his own crisis of faith, Habakkuk said: 

"I will stand upon my watch, and set me upon the tower and 

will wait to see what He will say unto me. 11 {2.1) 

In other words, Habakkuk resolves to retreat into a kind of mental watch 

tower and wait for the 1i ght to break. He is wi 11 ing to postpone judgment 

until he is better able to understand what is happening. Meanwhile he 

will not surrender faith in the possibility of w~an1ng. In spite of all 

the frustrations and disappointed expectations of his life, he utters 

this magnificent vow: 

Tbough the fig tree fail to bloosm, 

Though the olives do not ripen, 

Though fields yield no food and the flocks perish, 
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YET I w111 rejoice, I will exult in the God of my salvation. 

which is another way of saying: In spite of everything which turns 

men into cynics, l shall keep up hope and faith. 

If we had to choose a single word as the motto for the Rosh Hashanah 

observance by our people throughout th world, it would be Habakkuk's YET -

a faith affinned 1n spite of everything. 

Though rivers of blood pollute the world; though old hatreds in 

Ireland. Pakistan ana the Middle East never die; though race be set against 

race 1n the USA; though corruption defile every form of government and 

social system; though the United rJations remain impotent and every ideal 

be betrayed ••• YET we Jews affirm again that God lives and that God is 

our King and that somehow all th se evils s all be overcome. 

We do not know ~,hen and how, but we do not surrender to cynicism and 

nihilism. 

Our people clung to faith even during the holocaust. The spirt of 

Habakkuk spoke out of the mouth of that lovely, delicate young girl, Anne 

Frank. Waiting to be captured, lik a bird in its cage, she wrote into 

her diary: 

"In spite of everything, I still believe that people are 

really good at hart. I see the world gradually being 

turned into a wilderness. I hear the approaching thunder, 

I can feel the auffering of millions and VET, if I look up 

into the heavens, I think that it will all come out right one 

of these days." 
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The same spirit sustains our people in the Soviet Union today. 

Three mil 1 ion of our brothers refuse the s 11 ence of dcspaf r. Though 

their rulers intimidate them, though they b arrested without cause 

and imprisoned despite innocence, though cut off from world Jewry for 

fifty long years and subjected to spiritual genocide, YET they cling 

to the faith that the light of freedo will break. 

What sustains such indomitable faith? How can sane, r tional 

persons ignore th misery of their present circumstances and rest their 

hopes on virtually unattainable possibilities? 

1. Transcend the Subjective Viewpoint 

In the first plac • the power of faith b co s available only if 

you can transcend your purely subjective vi point on life. It is only 

natural that I should judge everything by the ay it affects me 

personally. Personally, I deplore a he vy downpour of ra1n although 

the fanner cons1ders it a blessing. As a self-centered human being 

with a very lk:ited m ntal horizon, I'm quick to judge as "good" 

what pleases me and "bad th t whfch does not. 

On ovcmber 26 of this past year, the newspapers reported the 

draraatic rescue at sea, south of 1i mi, of Howard Taylor, his wife, 

Jan, an their four-year old daughter, Rebecca. After the crew of 

a cruise ship had plucked the Taylor family off the wreck of their 

overturned boat, Howard Taylor told his story: 

"We left California two years ago. We had everything, a good home, 

two cars. I had a great job as chief medical technician in a hospital. 

My wife had a fine job in another one as micro-biologist. But I god fed 

up. The ,ar, taxes, politics, suburban living, m ter1a11sm. You name it, 
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So, I decided to take r.iy family and drop out." 

The Taylors sold everything. bought the motor sailer and began 

their two year cruise which emied up on the jagged coral reef. As 

the lifeboat was hauled up the side of the cruise ship past hundreds 

of cheering tourists, Mr. Tay 1 or rec a 11 ed: 

"Suddenly, it hit me. These people cared. They were happy for 

us. These were people I was fed up with two years ago, nine-to-five 

people. just like I used to be • people who I thought never cared.·• 

The story ended with passengers showering the Taylor family \-;1th 

toys for the child 1 new clothes, even an apartment 1n Miami. Mr. 

Taylor summed up the experience: 

"I thought we were dead. Now we arc starting over. And those 600 

nine-to-fivers and the "establishment" did it. It's really a great world, 

you know. It really is." 

How lopsided our judgment can become when we see the world through 

the tinted glasses of our own condition. A few frustrations, -- and 

we feel 11ke dropping out. A few pleasant experiences. and society is 

beautiful once morel If in a particular transaction we draw the short 

end of a deal, we turn cynical and say 11 nice guys finish last. 11 If we 

suffer an accident or major illness, we can no longer believe 1n God. 

Those who really live by their faith must ra1se their sights above 

their personal condition. 

I life up mine eyes unto the mountain whence cometh my help. 

The philosopher-emporcr. Marcus Aurelius, said: 

11 L1ve as on a mountain. 11 
-- precisely what Habakkuk did when he 

resorted to his so•called •watch tower" to gain the elevated larger 
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perspective in which our individual troubles and torments appear to 

us differently. If we can transcend our self centeredness for but a 

moment, we might be able to recognize our personal disappointments 

as but the tiniest little eddies in the evolving order which marks 

the true mainstream of history. 

From the heights of such an overview over the totality of life~ 

we can bear our personal anguish. I have known men and women who have 

suffered cruel afflictions. who cried out like infants for relief 

though none was granted. You know such people. I am sure. Why does 

not God always support the faith of His most d voted children? Is 

it not perplexing? It is. It ah1ays was. It baffled Job. It 

agonized the psalmists. It drove Habakkuk up the wall. 

The fact 1s that for reasons all His own God allows the forces of 

nature to spend themselves without H1s interference. God will not stage 

a supernatural rescue when the house is on fire, when the airplane crashes 

to the ground, when a deadly disease is running its course. He has not even 

enabled us to understand how such misfortunes can be suared with God's 

love, justice and unl1uited power. Obviously we do not understand it! 

Yet. God has given us the ability to face adversity and to live through 

it by faith that somehow there is meaning to it all as part of His larger 

plan. 

2. Patience 

Faith has another prerequisite. There is a relationship between 

patience and faith. Without willingness to wait, without patience, 

faith cannot become operative in your life. Your beliefs need time to 

be validated by cumulative experience. 
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When the potato plant was first brought to Europe by Spanish 

explorers from South Am rica in the 16th century, French gourmets 

were so impatient to taste the newly discovered d licacy that they 

quickly snapped off tha first blossoms and ate them as salad. They 

became deathly ill and angrily destroyed the remaining plants. Wiser 

farmers, who ere less hasty, waited a while, dug up the grown potatos 

underground and learn d to appreciate the nourishing new food. 

The children of this affluent n w generation of ours are suffering 

a case of spiritual poisoning these days bee use of their haste to taste 

the fruit of the good life. They re th NOW-generation who have been 

reared on push-button fulfillm nt and instant gratification. Kenneth 

Keniston, professof of psychology at Yale nd considered to be the most 

perceptive observer of the youth scene, in a paper delivered here in 

Washington, related the drug culture to youth's craving for instant 

gratification. He said: 

"Rather than def er gratification and enjoyment for a distant future, 

irrmediate pl asure and satisfaction are emphasized. Rather than 

reverence for the traditions of the past, experience in the present is 

stressed." 

At least part of the attraction of the drug experience 1s the 

instant mood change it promises, the 1rrmedi ate sense of tranquility or 

euphoria, or ecstatic vision such as religion could furnish only at the 

end of prolonged practice, intense concentration and considerable 

intellectual and spiritual exertion. We have re red a generation that 

cannot wait. They want fulfillment now. 
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We should not blllllle them for their hedonism. We have instilled it. 

We have stimulated their appetite for pleasure and gratification. We 

have not taught them tolerance of delay or postponement of any goal or 

purpose. Consequently. to them one of the most objectionable features 

of the old morality is that it demands self denial and self restraint 

for the sake of a larger good to be enjoyed at a later date. They resent, 

and some openly reject. the discipline of training and work habits for 

the sake of future _competence and success; they resent and some openly 

reject sexual restraint for the sake of more responsible and meaningful 

lifetime con111itrnents at a more mature age. 

They want to do their own thing now. The elder generation, in their 

excessive pennissiveness. has unwittingly undermined youth 1 s capacity 

for faith and morals by failing to teach them p tience. We are paying 

for our mistake in the form of an extended generation gap. 

So many of our children are bitter. They resent the world situation 

such as it is. They feel that we h ve let them down. In popular songs 

and bold statements, they tell us that we should step aside because we, 

their elders, have produced such a defective world. 

11Why can't you finish the war, end poverty. stop racial hate? 11 

We sshould bless them for the beautiful aspirations expressed in their 

protest. ~Jhat else does our prayerbook ask for? Are we not bewildered, as they are, 

by ceaseless bloodshed contrary to all profession of peaceful intentions by 

the major powers? Are we not shocked, as they are. by the absurdities of 

an economy which 1n the name of profitability cuts back production while 

millions starve? or. ruthlessly destroys our natural environment in 
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frantic efforts to produce all that can be sold? Are we not appalled, 

as they are, by the moral indifference of a scientific establishment 

whfch will, with equal efficiency. equip a hospital for healing or 

an army for destruction? 

Yet our idealistic children are in error -- and we must tell them 

so -- they are fn error on these contradictions within our civilization 

and then, falling into despair, dropping out and trying to escape into 

a primitive, unpromising existence on the fringes of society. The 

trouble with this reaction 1s that it is based on a fixed moment in 

history. It is like a still picture of a hurdle race, taken in a split 

second by a high speed camera. The runners are frozen just over the 

hurdles; whether they wi 11 clear them, or whether they wil 1 fail, the 

picture does not tell us. The picture lacks proportion and 

perspective. It excludes th possibilities of the future that are 

inherent in the present. It is as if anyone had tried to judge the 

potential of America by seeing the starved and shivering colonists who 

ahd just landed at Plymouth Rock, or as if someone had tried to gauge 

the future of the Republic by watching the demoralization at Valley 

Forge. Go back for a moment to the dawn of time. Consider that in 

the dark, imprisoned mind of the cave dweller, there already lay 

impounded all the marvelous achievements of man that were yet to come, 

a11 that he himself could neither see, nor grasp, nor understand -- all 

that he ,ould have refused to believe -- the inventions and discoveries, the 

worlds of music, song and poetry, of philosophy and science. In the mind 

of that primitive cave dweller there was already contained, as in a seed, 

all the blossoming and flowering civilizations that were to come, -- but 

~ could not see the shape of things to come. He could not peaetrate 
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the curtains which enshrouded his ilJ1Tlediately visible and empirical 

world. He would have been justified fn a total pessimism about the 

future of mankind far more than we of this generation. After all, we 

can look back upon a long, recorded past which. 1n spite of all of its 

turns and twists, did lead mankind forward to amazing achievements. 

We are therefore justified today in adopting the higher realism of 

faith which counts on the yet unborn possibilities of the present for 

the future. WE NEED PATIENCE AND FAITH. We shall be utterly lost if 

we give way to cynicism. Our age 1s not the worst of all ages. In many 

ways it is one of the greatest. There were surely darker times than 

ours. It is important to raise our sights and see today's troubled 

events in a larger perspective: Long and croel centuries ofq:>pression 

imperialism and the enslavement of men and nations do not end peacefully 

and do not gently pass over 'into a net, age of freedom, justice and order --

without terrible and painful upsets. But. the work of the world is 

nevertheless going on, in spite of all the confusion. Many nations have 

achieved their independence, including Israel. They are on the way to a 

new and better life. The vast masses of the lowest classes. who still 

in this century were treated as human waste material, are gaining in our day 

a higher standard of living, greater competence, security and dignity. 

Knowledge is growing and so is the health and life span of the human race. 

Long and hard is the way and the pitfalls are many, but there 1s a way, 

there 1s a goal. 

Assuredly, we shall not reach the goal in our time, but when 

completion is impossible, continuity of the struggle is all that matters. 
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Our people has known this principle. It is called 11 tradition. u 

The purpose of our existence as a people is to insure continuity of 

beliefs, of values, of ideals which cannot possibly be realized in a 

single generation, not even in a single m1llenium. like Habakkuk, \'le 

too must rise above our momentary frustraton, mount our spiritual watch 

tow,er {as we do today), gain the larger view of past and future, the 

perspective of our long history as a people and renew our determ1natfon 

to carry on. 

In the beginning of the Nazi era agroup of Gennan refugees who had 

lost everything met in Brazil and decided to fonn a congregation. What 

would be its name? They thought long and hard, and dec!ded to call their 

congregation: IN SPITE OF EVERYTHING. 

Let us sallte the new year with these words on our lips: 

In spite of everything, we stil 1 believe. 

Our hope is not lost. 

Amen 



Kol Nidre 

THE COST OF JEWISH LIVING 
By Rabbi Joshua 0. Habennan 

Tuesday, September 28, 1971 

One of the most dramatic books of the Bible, the second book of 

Samuel, which describes the extaordinary career of Isfael's sweet 

singer and warrior king, David, ends with the rather prosaic record 

of a property transaction. The negotiation between the seller, a 

Jebusite aristocrat by the name of Araunah, and the buyer, the aging 

King David, is recorded in the following exchange: 

And David said: 11 ! have come to buy your threshing-floor in 

order to build an altar unto the Lord." 

Araunah answered: "Let my master take the threshing-floor as a 

gift. 11 

The King replied: 11 No, I shall certainly buy it at a price. 

For I shall not offer unto the Lord, my God, that which costs me nothing." 

David was a complex personality; a tender poet, a fierce fighter; 

magnificent when he acted nobly; terrible, when he sinned. But one thing 

David never was: he was never a phony! 

"I shall not offer that which costs me nothing. 11 

David was not a man of empty gestures. He knew what many of us are 

slow to learn, namely, that in life what costs nothing is worth nothing. 

In all of our great concerns, in personal relationships, in morality 

and in religion, you can put it down as a basic rule: that whch costs 

nothing is worth nothing! 
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1. FRIENDSHIP 

If people were not so inhibited, the newspapers would be full of 

want-ads saying "I want a friend." Modern man is terribly lonely. 

There are all kinds of loneliness. The worst is loneliness in the midst 

of a crowd: alienation, the lack of genuine relationship, the absence 

of concern, the feeling that nobody really cares. 

Many millions of little transistor radios have been sold not because 

the programs are so good, but because people are so lonely. People 

crave the sound of a human voice. It gives them the illusion of a 

human presence. So, they carry the little mechanical companion around 

wherever they go. 

The loneliness of the average American is also reflected in adver

tising. Not long ago, driving along on a highway, I saw a huge outdoors 

advertisement which, from the distance, appeared as a gold-black frame 

with a brief message in large letters: 

"VISIT A FRIEND THIS WEEK. 11 

"Nice idea, 11 I thought--until, coming closer to the sign, I could 

read the second line: 

"SEE YOUR FORD DEALER" 

Our relationships have become largely connections: we are treated 

as customers, clients, constituents. We are names on many mailing lists 

who receive lots of letters with phony declarations of friendship. We 

collect a pile of holiday greetings from business firms and birthday 

cards from insurance companies. It is all scheduled by computers, cold 

and mechanical. What is lacking is the real, genuine relationship which 

always involves a gift of yourself to the other, the giving of full 

attention, of concern, of personal involvement in the problems, pains and 
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concerns of the other. 

There was a time when the basic social communication between people 

was the personal visit. Our social life puts the emphasis on mass 

production: we favor receptions, cocktail parties, open houses, 

functions which multiply contact but do not deepen friendship. 

We won't even take the time to write a letter. We buy cards with 

messages printed for all occasions, even a card apologizing for having 

forgotten to send a card. Our sentiments are ghost written. To 

comnunicate our feelings in our own words seems to be too much trouble. 

Why get involved? Cards are good enough to keep up contacts, or shall 

we call them friendships? But, really, those friendships don't run 

very deep because 

FRIENDSHIP THAT COSTS NOTHING IS WORTH NOTHING. 

2. MORALITY 

We hear much these days about the so-called 11 new 11 morality. It is 

welcomed in many quafters as a kind of liberation from old fashioned 

inhibitions and restraints. The new morality promises fuller scope for 

self expression, -- the assumption being that happiness is doing what 

comes naturally. 

How does the ne\'I mora 1 i ty deal with the prob 1 em of human de 1 i nquency? 

It abandons the categories of absolute right and wrong, and substitutes 

for them the psychologically oriented categories of normal and abnormal. 

~·Jhat is normal? That which is done by the majority. From this point 

of view, statistical surveys become the guide lines of the new morality. 

If, for example, promiscuity is widespread, it is normal. What is normal 
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cannot be delinquent. It's the 11 everybody's-doing-it 11 psychology. 

Practically speaking, what do the devotees of the new morality 

propose we should do with the old moral standard? They have a 

simple solution: if the majority can no longer live up to the old 

moral standard, then lower the standard down to the level of the 

people. 

Now, there is one unbeatable rule in life: you may be free to act 

as you choose, but you're not flee to determine the consequences of 

your choice. The consequences of the new morality are quite revealing. 

Several years ago the State of Connecticut reported that one out of 

six girls between the ages of 13 to 20 was pregnant out of wedlock. 

This year the highly respected Dr. Paul Popenoe of the American Institute 

of Family Relations answered the question: "How many teen age brides 

are pregnant on their \"ledding day? 11 
-- in the USA it is somewhere around 

40%! 

The now famous Moynihan report tells us that less than half of all 

black children live with both parents. Many of the handicaps of the 

American Negro are related to the instability of his family life, 

associated with high promiscuity and illegitimacy. 

White people are catching up fast and, sadd to say, Jewish standards 

are likewise going down. 

At a Jewish charitable banquet a few years ago, I was told by a very 

generous and distinguished gentleman seated at my side that over half of 

the fifteen young married couples who were close friends of his son and 

married 5 years or less, over half were contemplating divorce. Many are 

obviously acting in the spirit of the Playboy philosophy: Life is supposed 

to be fun, and if it isn't get another partner. No more sacrifice, no more 

self denial, no more struggle to preserve the marriage. Easy come, easy go. 
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The new morality is, of course, anything but new. The Bible tells 

us about a man by the name of Lot who lived in Sodom, the showplace of 

what was in those days undoubtedly the new moralijj. One day, Lot 

had several visitors. Soon a street mob of Sodomites crowded around 

Lot's house and demanded that he turn over to them his male guests. 

Trying to protect his visitors, Lot offered to the ~~b his own daughters: 

11 Leave these men alone, 11 he pleased, "and I shall let you have my two 

daughters to do with as you please. 11 

The surrender of the two maidens was just as wrong as would have 

been the surrender of his guests, and Lot knew it, but he would rather 

switch than fight. 

Is not this the policy of a number of parents today? Confronted 

by a new morality which, deep in their hearts, they know to be wrong, 

they haven't got the wisdom or will to fight it. Instead they trade 

vices. Formerly, parents offered ethical advice to their children and 

stressed self control; now they give them birth-control devices. 

Parents used to speak of self restraint and self respect: 

"A Jew is different.'' -- they said. 

Now, their best advice is: 11 Play it safe. 11 

It is the easy way out. There is no fight, no argument; but, never 

forget that amorality that costs nothing is worth nothing. It will produce 

none of the character and virtue that made jbe Jews a great people. In 

the past our people were trained in hardship and self denial. They worked 

long hours, put education above entertainment, resisted the temptation 

of licentious living, postponing sexual indulgence for the sake of a 

more solid and secure marriage. 
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The current pre-marital permissiveness radically changes the whole 

pattern of mate selection. With physical attraction so quickly given 

sway, other important criteria, such as character, intellect and 

family background are being overlooked. As random sexual involvements 

with persons otherwise unsitable for marriage increase, so does the 

risk of drifting into an undesinble marriage. 

Throughout our history, our people wer€ disciplined and never 

guided by statistics in moral questions. If the majority was opposed 

to our standard, so much the worse for the majority. Ours was never a 

morality of adjustment, but of high aspiration. 

The authentic Jew must at all times take the risk of being out of 

step with his environment, of being called a square, a prude, and, if 

you will, a relic from the Middle Ages. There is a price to be paid 

for being different but -- that which costs nothing is worth nothigg. 

3. RELIGION 

Synagogue membership is presently at a very high level in the United 

States, the highest ever in our history,•- but, what does it prove? 

Is Judaism a more effective religion now because we havea bigger membership 

list? 

According to a recent Gallup poll on church attendance, only 4% of 

Jews in this country attend Sabbath services every week. There are 

places where the percentage is higher and there are those where it is 

even lower. In ourown congregation we estimate that something closer to 

10% are more or less regular attendants at our Sabbath services. But, for 

the remaining 90% or more, Judaism is strictly a High Holy Day affair. 
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One is reminded of an incident reported out of Poland. During Polish

Soviet Friendship week, the streets of Warsaw were plastered with posters 

reading: 

"Polish-Soviet Friendship Week. 11 

An unknown wit scribbled under one sign: 

11 0K--but not one second longer!" 

Quite a few of our members are putting a similar endorsement on our 

High Holy Day week: 

"OK, but not one second after Yorn Kippur!" 

Imagine a very curious Gentile neigh6or secretly following you 

around on a typical day, from early morning to late at night. What 

would he observe about you in your home that makes you different from 

him? Would he see you open a book of prayers? If he listened in on 

your table conversation, would he hear a thought or saying quoted 

from the Bible or any of the Jewish classics? 

If Judaism required an entrance examination, could you get in? 

Whi-ch of the Jewish classics in ethics and theology have you read? 

How many books of Jewish content, besides the Jewish cookbook, have 

found their way into your home? 

Spiritual poverty disgraces our affluence. Where is the spice of 

Jewish wit and leqrning that used to enrich the everyday life of the Jew? 

There were times when, to be a Jew, was hard--but it was never dull. 

Now, our people are suffering -- from boredom! 

A woman applying to the New Jersey Bureau of Motor Vehicles for a 

driver's license said to the clerk: 
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"Could we skip the driver's test? I only want it for identification!" 

That is what Judaism has become for many of our people -- a mere 

label of identification: no need to study,no required practice, no 

interference with comfort or convenience, no colllllitment to anything. 

It costs no effort and, naturally, it produces nothing. For the rule 

holds true of religion, too: that which costs nothing is worth nothing. 

* * * 

APPEAL 

There must be people here this evening who are looking for something 

better than this phony sort of Judaism. It is to these seekers of a 

religion that really works that I make a proposal. Go on 11Aliyah 11
-

spiritual Aliyah! Aliyah means "going up, 11 either going up to Zion 

or going up to the Torah. We say when a person is called to the Torah 

that he is getting an "Aliyah. 11 I would like to call you up to the 

Torah--Torah in the larger sense of 11 learning. 11 I would like to ask you 

to commit yourself to a personal escalation to higher spiritual levels 

of knowledge and practice. 

The Judaising of the Jew has never been accomplished without the 

Sabbath and without learning. Your visit to the Synagogue on the Sabbath 

reconstitutes the living Jewish people and reconsecrates you as a Jew. 

Judaism, as a way of life, involves at least that much. Your very next 

step must be the decision to become a learning Jew--! mean lifetime 

learning without graduation, without termination. Make a decision, 

however small, to involve ;ourself in this spiritual upward movement. 
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As you entered our sanctuary tonight you were given two brochures, 

one, announcing the new Sunday Scholar Series, the other outlining a most 

diversified program of Jewish studies. Resolve to take full advantage 

of all the learning experiences we offer you this year. 

In life, my friends, there is no bargain basement. If you want 

something genuine, you must pay for it: 

In friendship,--you must give of yourself. 

Morality, demands sacrifices. 

Religion, wants all your heart, soul and might. 

If it costs nothing, it is worth nothing! 

Don't give God empty gestures. 

King David would not build an altar upon a piece of land which cost 

him nothing. Be like David. Give God something that really counts: 

above all your time, your attention,--and, on that basis, build your 

altar of a more meaningful personal Judaism. 

AMEN 
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THE COST OF JEWISH LIVING / 
By Rabbi Joshua O. Habennan 

Kol Nidre 
Tuesday, September 28, 1971 

For many centuries, Jews have bared their souls on this night. 
r 

Better than words, the Kol Nidre expresses the pangs of conscience, 

the mood of contr1tioni the yearning for reconciliation. The ehal~ 

le~ge is self-improvement, self-transcendance, rising above an inner 

self which we.must reject. This is not easy. Are you willing to pay 

' the price? 

The Bible records a remark by King David which is applicable to 

~ny one with high moral aspirations. It happened during the negotiation 

for the purchase of a piece of land. David had made up his mlind to build 

an altar as atonement for a grave sin. A suitable piece of property \'1as 

found in Jerusalem, owned by the Jebusite aristocrat, Araunah: 
I 

And David said: "I have come to buy your threshing-floor in order 

to build an altar unto the Lord. 11 

Araunah answered: "Let my master take the threshing-floor as a 

gift ... 

The King replied: "No, I shall certainly buy it at a price. 

~)fl ---../I/er; ',,h ~7r i) rc,C Hi/ 
For I shall not offer unto the Lord, my God, that which costs me not hins . '' 

(II Samuel 24.22-24) 
David was a complex personality; a mighty warrior and a tender poet, 

, ma~nificent when he acted nobly; terrible when he sinned. But onething 

David was not: he was never a phony! 

"I shall not offer that which costs me nothing." 

David was not a man of empty gestures. He knew what many of us art 

slow to learn, namely, in life that which costs nothing is wor th nothin ,,. 

In seeking to fulfill our personal aspirations, we may all l earn from Kir.g 
I 

David that values cannot be gotten for free. 

\ 
\, 
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I: 1a 11 of our great concerns, in -::rsona 1 re 1 ationsh I ps, in mora 11 t j 

and in religion, you can put ft down as a basic rule: that which costs I 
nothing is worth nothing! _ 

II 1. FRIENDSHIP I '/ 

I ' If people w~re not so inhibited, the newspapers would be ful 1 of / t 
I I I .want-ads sayi~g 11 I want a friend.'' Modern man is terribly lonely. I 

1

' There all kin~s of loneline_s:s .• · The worst is alienatio·n, the lack of : 

genuine rl!lationship, the absence of concern, the feeling that nobody I 
really cares. 

Many millions of little transistor radios have been sold not because 

the programs are so good, but because people crave the sound of a human 

voice. It gives tl~em the il 1 us ion of a human presence. So, they carry 

the little mechanical companion around wherever they go. 

The loneUr,ess of the average American is also reflected in adver

tising. Not long ago, driving along on a highway, I saw a huge outdoors 

advertiseme,q~ which, from the distance, appeared as a gold-black frame 

with a brief message in large letters: 

11 VISIT A FRIEND THIS WEEK." 

"Nice idea," I thought--until, coming closer to the sign, I could 

read the second line: 

"SEE YOUR FORD DEALER" 

Our relationships have become largely connections: we are treated 

as customers, clients, constituents. We are names on many mailing lists 

who receive lots of letters wittrphony declarations of friendship. ~e 

collect a pile of holiday greetings from business firms and birthday 

I 
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cards from insurance companies. It is all scheduled by computers, cold 

and mechanical. What is lacking is real, genuine relationships. 

The worst of our sins for which we should repent this Yorn Kippur 
-
May not be a specific wrong-doing or mistreatment, but treating peop~e 

as non-persons, refusing to relate to them, denying them our awareness. 

The opposite of love 1s not hate, but indifference. A black woman once 

told, me: "Whlwfol~s have a way of looking without reµlly seeing us. 11 

There is no pain like the neglect of the human heart -- no denial 

more frustrating than the denial of genuine relationship. The reaction 

is 'often violent and destructive. Wise parents and teachers have known 

fo~ a long time that the disturbing and disruptive child very likely is 

using misbehavior as an attentim,.,gettfng device, a desperate plea that 

says: "Look at me, pay attention, show me that you care! 11 

i/ The flurry of student rebe-1 l fons a few y~ars ago has, ·at least in 
I 

part, been explained as the embittered reaction of y~uth~ to the impersona( 

tr~atment which they experienced on the campus. Too many professors have 
I, I 
\ no time to relate to the students as persons. Teaching machines, aijJio- j 
i 

visual aids and TV screens are reducing contact with living persons. 

Exams are taken on punch-cards-and are _being g~aded by computers. · The 

de-personalization of the learning process, it is argued, provided I, 
I' I of the fuel of frustration and rage which ignited 

, ,, l, 
into violence. 

Each uf us must now re~?valuate his personal relationships. Are 

we guilty of non-communication with members -of our own family? Do we · 

listen and pay attention? Dow~ treat people we work with or who work 

for us as individuals with heart and feeling? Do we ever express interest 
I 

, I in their personal concerns? 

., 

I 
I 
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Many of us have beco•so atrophied in our awareness and capacity 

· to relate to others that we stand in need of ,sensitivity training. 
' . 

Encounter groups for such purposes are sweeping the country. 

Let us be aware of the symptomatic significance of these sensitivity 

training programs: 

Woe unto the 9eneration which stands in need of crash-courses on 

the art of acting human! 
\ 

Is it not a pathetic .conmentary on our way of life that · grown adults must 

be playing games such as shaking legs intead of shaking hands in order to 

break the ice between them? Is it not sad that we need to be shocked out 

of our indifference by such gimmicks? 

Useful as sensitivity training may be, it is no more than a ·11 come-on 11 

in human relations. When initial inhibitions fall away and contact with 

another person is made in a so-called encounter session, the old equation 

will hold true again: You cannot get out of a.relationship what you don't 

give to it. It must be more than playing games. It requires a gift of 

yourself to the other, the giving of full a'ttention, of concern, of personal 

involvement in the probletnS pains and burdens of the obber. 

· A Hasidic rabbi told of a conversation he overheard between two peasants · 

in a tavern as they were drinking''.ltogether: 

"Do you love me. brother?" a
1 

k~d one whose heart was. heavy. 

"Sure -- what do you need? 11 

"YOU WOULD KNOW., IF YOU LOVED ME 11 --was his answer.:1. 

Real friendship is involvement. identification with the ~~her; The best 
!! 1: 

definition of friendship I know came from a child who defined .friendship 
'. 

I • 

as"your pain in !!!l. stomach. 11 ·; 
' 
I 

Such a relationship can be taxing._ even bu~densome, but friendship 

that costs nothing, 1s worth nothing! 'I, 

I• 

\ 

\ 

\ 
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2. MORALITY 
I /\ 

I 
,\ ' 
I: , 

We hear much these days about the so-calle.d 11 new 11 ,:m9ral1ty. It is 

welcomed 1n many quarters as a kind of liberation from old· fashioned 
I 

,: 

inhibitions and restraints. The new morality promises fuller scope for 
I 

/ 

self expression -- the assumption being that happiness 1s doing what 

cqmes naturally. · • / · 

How does' the n_ew mora 1 ity ·, dea 1 w1 th the probr em of huma~: de 11 nquenCy? 

It tends to abandon the .categor'1es of right and \'rong in fav~t of the 

psychologically oriented categories of nonnal and abnonnal. ' ' 

What is nonnal? That which is done by the Jpjority. F1rl:·om this point 
I l: 

of view. statistical surveys become the guide lin/es of the new morality. 
I I I 

If, for example, promiscuity is widespread, it l' nonnal . • It's the 

"everybody's-doing-it" psychology. 
1 

1 / • 
I • 

What about the mold moral standard? The devotees ~f the .new morality 

have a simple solutio:- if the majority can·' ~J., longer live up to. the old 
I 

moral standard, then lower the standard down to the level of the people. 

Now. there is one unbeatable rule in life: you may be free to act 

as you choose, but you're .!!2!_ free to determine the consequences of 

your choice. The consequences of the new morality are quite revealing. 

Several years ago the State of Connecticut reported that one out of six 

girls betwwen the ages of 13 to 20 was pregnant out of wedlock~ This year 
J 7 • ,· 

•
7 

rhe highly respected Dr. ·Paul Popenoe of the ~;rica5::,.~~stitute of Family 

' Relations answered the question: "How many teen: age ,brides are pr~gnant 

on .their wedding day?u in the USA it 1s somewhere around 40%1 

,'~' 

'.~,. 
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1
1
• _ The now famous Moynihan report tells us that less than half of all 

black children l ivc with both parents. Many of the -handicaps of the ·1 
American Negro are related to the instability of his family life, hig 

, 

1 

,,- prom1 scu1 ty and 111 egi t1macy. _ _ · _ . ' _ ; / 

White peopJe are catchfilg up fast and,--sad to say. Jewish standar<is 

are likewise goi~g down. 

Many Jew~sh parents are painfully aware of today's downward drif~ 
\ 

in sex ethics -- .yet haven't got the wisdom or will to resist it. 

Fonnerly, parents were outspoken -- now, many are silent. Formerly they 

' I stressed self control -- now birth control! 

Parents used to speak of self respect: 

"A Jew 1s different," -- they said. 

Now, their best advice is: "Play it safe." 

It is the easy way out. There is no fight, no argument; but, never 

forget that arnor.altjy that costs nothing 1s worth nothing. It will 

I 

I 

produce none of the character and virtue that made the Jews a great people. 

The current pre-marital permissiveness radically changes the whole 

pattern of mate selection. With physical attraction so quickly given sway, 

other importan~ criteria, such as character, intellect and family 

background are being overlooked. As random sexual involvements with 

persons otherwise unsuitable for marriage increase, so does the risk of 

drifting into an undesirable marriage. Many are obviously acting in the 

spirit of the Playboy philosophy: Life is supposed to be fun, and if it 

isn't, get another partner. No more sacrifice, no more self denial, no 

more struggle to preserve the marriage. Easy come, easy go. 
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Throughout our history, ouri people were never guided by statistics in \ 

moral questions. If the .majority was opposed to our standard, so much the \ 

worse for the majority. Ours was never a morality of adjustment, but of 

high aspi'ration. ,\ 

The authentic Jew. must at all times take the risk o{, being out of 

step with his env~ronment, of being called a square, a prude, and, if you . -
will. a relic;from the Middle Ages. There is a price to be paid for 

being different but· __ that which costs nothing 1s worth nothing • ., 

3. RELIGION 
I' 

Synagogue membership is presently at a very high level in the United 
' ,, 

States, the highest ever in our history, -- but w1at does it p~ove? 

According to a recent poll on synagogue attendance, only
1

/6% of Reform 
. I 

Jews in this country attend Sabblth services ever/ week. Th~re are places 

where the percentage is a little higher. But, . for the remaining 90% or 

roore, Judaism is strictly a High Holy Day affair. / 

One is reminded of an incident reported /out ~f Poland. During Polish-

::::::::~::::::::.:•::: .:::h ::~:::. :f Warsa; :· wr p 1 as t i red wf th posters . 

,, 
An unknown wit scribbled under one sign: 

"OK--but not one second longer!" 

Quite a few of our· members are putting a similar endorsement on our 

High Holy Day week: 
if.,.!:';.;,; . i, 

"OK. but not one second after Yorn Ki ppurl '..~· VrJ.~l,11;·. . 
. ,.11,>1 ~ :,,.~1',,4 

-i~ /· / • 

---- -

'/ '.f' ~ "4'>f~y•~.;••I ,. 
:f11_,,f;:-,n <t_~,, •. , 1171• ./;1,,,, I t 
. l'fi/Rr, ,._., •' 

• ~ , ,r,( it/'/~ I 
.. . 
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Imagine a very curious Gentile neighbor secretly followmng you 

around on a typical day. from early morning to late at night. What 

would be observe about you in your home that makes you different from 

him? Would he see you open a book of prayers? If he listened in on 

, your table conv~rsation. would he hear a thought or saying quoted from 

the Bible or any of the Jewish classics? 

t: 
I 

II 

I 

l I 
I 

I 

\ 

Spiritual pov~rty disgraces our affluence. Where 1s the spice of 

Jewish wit and learning~that used to enrich the everyday life of the 

Jew? There were times when, to be a Jew, was hard--but it was never dull. 

If Judaism required an entrance examination, could you get in? 

Which of the Jewish classics in ethics and theology have you read? How 

many books of Jewish content, besides the Jewish cookbook, have found 

their way into your home? 
I 

IJ A woman applying to the Bureau of Motor. Vehicles for a driver's 

1icense said to the clerk: _ / . 

"Could we skip the driver's test? I only want it for identificati n! 11 

That is what Judaism has become for many of our people -- a mere 

I \ 

label of identification: no need to study, no required practice, no _ 

interference with comfort or convenience, no commi~ment ~~~ny~hing • 

. It costs no effort and, naturally, 1t produces nothing. / 

It is tbi~the credit of our youth today that they have little use for 

such token Judaism. They :~r:e_ looking for a more tangible, ernotfonall / 

stirring religious life. 

A few weeks ago. we welcomed back some of our young people who pent 

the summer in Israel. One girl described a Sabbath visit with an Isi ael1 

family. She raved about the warmth, the singing, the exuberance and 

religious enthusiasm she saw. It was an atmosphere 1n which her own 
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,Jewishness came alive. With natural candor she burst out: 

"We don't have anything like it in £!!r. home!" 

If only I could make our parents see what they are missing in the 

way of shared religious experience at home! How foolish our people are in 
I 

neglecting those solemn family ,occasions provided by Judaism
1
pn the 

' I 

Sabbath and on . the holidays. If only I could convince parent$ that their 
' I I: 

job is not to send the child to Temple, but go with him and share with . --
I him, week after week, something of the sacred, our people, our God. 

I saw a b~autiful s.~ene recently. A father put his own prayerbook 

away in order to read out of the book which his roung son held in his 

hand 

pew. 

--- and so the father put his ann around the boy next to him in the 

How much this gesture expressed affection, reassurance, .the corrvnon 

bond of faith! 
/, 

. I 

Of course, the sharing of religion between parents and children 

requires a good deal of planning. Effort must go into the creation of , 

a religious life style at home. It takes time to attend the synagogue. 

Judaism is not easy, but it can be learned with a little effort and sacrifice. 

' The rule holds true of religion as of every other value: 

That which costs nothing, is worth nothing. t.,;-,. .. : 
, ,-; j' ' 

~, '" ,.,, -,· J 
~ 'l., . '' , w. :;,, , • 

APPEAL ~V~ · i ~ ,t:,:. 1 
II'. ;.o .1~ I I , 

There must be people here th'is evening who are looking for something 

better than a phony, minimal sort of Judaism. It is to these seekers of a 
I 

religio~ that really works that I now appeal for a spiritual Aliyah! 

Aliyah means "going up, 11 either going up to Zion or going up to the Torah. 

We say, when a person is called up to the Torah, that he is getting an 

11Aliyah." I would like to call you up to the Torah--Torah in the larger 

• •l.. • 
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sense of "learning." I would like to ask you to co1TTT1it yourself to a 

personal escalation, to higher spiritual levels of knowledge and 

practice. 

The Judaizing of the Jew has never been accomplished without the 

Sabbath 
1
and without learning. Your visit to the Synagogue on the Sabbath 

' 

t i 
helps reconstitut~ the Jewish people and reconstitute~ as a Jew. 

,

1 

Judaism, as a ~ay of life, i~volves at least that much~ 

Your very next ·step must be the decision to become a learning Jew--
., 

,1 I mean lifetime learning without graduation, without tennination. Make 

a d~cision, however .small, to involve yourself in this spiritual upward 

· movement. 

)1 As you entered our Sanctuary tonight you were given two brochures, 

one, announcing the new Sunday Scholar Series, the other outlining a 
I 

diversified program of Jewish studies. Resolve to take ful) advantage . 

; 

1

of !11 the learning 
-·-

experiences we offer you this year. 
I I 

I
I 

; I I 
Ii I 11 

i ' i 
I 11 

1· 

\ I 

\ * * * 
\ 

In life, my friends, there is no bargain basement. 
! 
something genuine, you must pay for it: 

/ 1 In friendship -- you must give of .yourself __ 

Morality demands sacrifices. 

If you want 

I I 
1 Religion wants all your heart, soul and might. 

,, . : I . 
Ii I 

I I 
. • I.· ! 
1·1 1 

I 

I 

'I 

I 

~ 

If it costs nothing, it-,js worth nothi~~l 

Don't give God empty gestures • 

King David would not build an altar upon a piece of land which cot 

him nothing. Be like David. Give God so~thing that •~lly counts: t 
above all, your time, your attention, -- and, on that basis, build your 

altar of a morecmeaningful personal Judaism. 

AMEN . 

\ 
I 



Kol Nidre 

THE COST OF JEWISH LIVING 
By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 

Tuesday, September 28, 1971 

For many centuries, Jews have bared their souls on this night. 

/ Better than words, the Kol Nidre expresses the pangs of conscience, 

the mood of contrition, the yearning for reconciliation. The chal

lenge is self-improvement, self-transcendance, rising above an inner 

self which we must reject. This is not easy. Are you willing to pay 

the price? 

The Bible records a remark by King David which is applicable to 

any one with high moral aspirations. It happened during the negotiation 

for the purchase of a piece of land. David had made up his mind to build 

an altar as atonement for a grave sin. A suitable piece of property was 

found in Jerusalem, owned by the Jebusite aristocrat, Araunah: 

And David said: 11 1 have come to buy your threshing-floor in order 

to build an altar unto the Lord. 11 

Araunah answered: 11 Let my master take the threshing-floor as a 

gift, II 

The King replied: 11 No, I shall certainly buy it at a price. 

P.J~ Ji[?"' '/r[;; ;-,F ;>_fr1E. tcft 
( 

For I shall not offer unto the Lord, my God, that which costs me nothing. 11 

(II Samuel 24.22-24) 
David was a complex personality; a mighty warrior and a tender poet, 

magnificent when he acted nobly; terrible when he sinned. But ore thing 

David was not: he was never a phony! 

11 ! shall not offer that which costs me nothing. 11 

David was not a man of empty gestures. He knew what many of us are 

slow to learn, namely, in life that which costs nothing is worth nothing. 

In seeking to fulfill our personal aspirations, we may all learn from King 

David that values cannot be gotten for free. 
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In all of our great concerns, in personal relationships, in morality 

and in religion, you can put it down as a basic rule: that which costs 

nothing is worth nothing! 

l. FRIENDSHIP 

If people were not so inhibited, the newspapers would be full of 

want-ads saying 11 ! want a friend. 11 Modern man is terribly lonely. 
ar8-

ThereAa l l kinds of loneliness. The worst is alienation, the lack of 

genuine relationship, the absence of concern, the feeling that nobody 

really cares. 

Many millions of little transistor radios have been sold not because 

the programs are so good, but because people crave the sound of a human 

voice. It gives them the illusion of a human presence. So, they carry 

the little mechanical companion around wherever they go. 

The loneliness of the average American is also reflected in adver

tising. Not long ago, driving along on a highway, I saw a huge outdoors 

advertisement which, from the distance, appeared as a gold-black frame 

with a brief message in large letters: 

11 VISIT A FRIEND THIS WEEK. II 

11 Nice idea, 11 I thought--until, coming closer to the sign, I could 

read the second line: 

11 SEE YOUR FORD DEALER 11 

Our relationships have become largely connections: we are treated 

as customers, clients, constituents. We are names on many mailing lists 

.,:1 l··c ,i~";-f letters with phony declarations of friendship. We 

collect a pile of holiday greetings from business firms and birthday 
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cards from insurance companies. It is all scheduled by computers, cold 

and mechanical. What is lacking is real, genuine relationships. 

The worst of our sins for which we should repent this Yorn Kippur 

ffiay not be a specific wrong-doing or mistreatment, but treating peop~e 

as non-persons, refusing to relate to them, denying them our awareness. 

The opposite of love is not hate, but indifference. A black woman once 

told me: 11 Whitl!folks have a way of looking without really seeing us. 11 

There is no pain like the neglect of the human heart -- no denial 

more frustrating than the denial of genuine relationship. The reaction 

is often violent and destructive. Wise parents and teachers have known 

for a long time that the disturbing and disruptive child very likely is 

using misbehavior as an attentien-getting device, a desperate plea that 

says: "Look at me, pay attention, show me that you care! 11 

The flurry of student rebellions a few years ago has, at least in 

part, been explained as the embittered reaction of youth to -tl,li impersonal 

treatment -wh:-i:ch tf-iey exper-=H:!need on the campus. oo any ~e~s ~e 

no , me o_ relate to the_ students~ pers~. Tea~ n~ a~ hi"'\: ~ io 

~ i~al aid and ~creen are redu~ cont"'{ with ~ing ersons 

Exa~ t -c rds and are bein raded by computers The 

de-personalization of the learning process, it is argued, provided some 

of the fuel of frustration and rage which ignited into violence. 

Each uf us must now re-evaluate his personal relationships. Are 

we guilty of non-communication with members of our own family? Do we 

listen and pay attention? Do we treat people we work with or who work 
) 

for u5ias individuals with heart and feeling? Do we ever express interest 

in their personal concerns? 
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Many of us have beco~so atrophied in our awareness and capacity 

to relate to others that we stand in need of sensitivity training. 

Encounter groups for such purposes are sweeping the country. 

Let us be aware of the symptomatic significance of these sensitivity 

training programs: 

unto the generation which stands in need of crash-courses on 

the art of acting human! 

Is it not a pathetic commentary on our way of life that grown adults must 

be playing games such as shaking legs intead of shaking hands in order to 

break the ice between them? Is it not sad that we need to be shocked out 

of our indifference by such gimmicks? 

Useful as sensitivity training may be, it is no more than a 11 come-on 11 

in human relations. When initial inhibitions fall away and contact with 

another person is made in a so-called encounter session, the old equation 
.+_;// 

wi l \ ho 1 d true 1llii[lflllilD: You cannot get out of a relationship what you don't 
;.---

give to it. It must be more than playing games. It requires a gift of I 
r 

yourself to the other, the giving of full attention, of concern, of personal 

involvement in the prob le rrJ pains and burdens of the other. 

A Hasidic rabbi told of a conversation he overheard between two peasants 

in a tavern as they were drinking together: 

11 DO you love me, brother? 11 asked one whose heart was heavy. 

11 Sure -- what do you need? 11 

11 YOU WOULD KNOW • IF YOU LOVED ME 11 --was his answer. 
-) 

Real friendship is ~nvolvement, identification with the other. The best 

definition of friendship I know; came from a child who defined friendship 

as 11 your pain in !!1l_ stomach. 11 

Such a relationship can be taxi ng, even burdensome, but friendship 

that costs nothing, is worth nothing! 



2. MORALITY 

We hear much these days about the so-called 11 new 11 morality. It is 

welcomed in many quarters as a kind of liberation from old fashioned 

inhibitions and restraints. The new morality promises fuller scope for 

self expression 

comes naturally. 

the assumption being that happiness is doing what 

How does the new morality deal with the problem of human delinquency? 

It tends to abandon the categories of right and wrong in favor of the 

psychologically oriented categories of normal and abnormal. 

What is normal? That which is done by the majority. From this point 

of view, statistical surveys become the guide lines of the new morality. 

If, for example, promiscuity is widespread, it is normal. It's the 

11 everybody 1s-doing-it 11 psychology. 

andard? 'Otees of the new morality 

no longer~ old 

moral standard, then lower the standard down to the level of the people. 

·Now, there is one unbeatable rule in life: you may be free to act 

as you choose, but you're not free to determine the consequences of 
• 

your choice. The consequences of the new morality are quite revealing. 

Several years ago the State of Connecticut reported that one out of six 

girls between the ages of 13 to 20 was pregnant out of wedlock. This year 

the highly respected Dr. Paul Popenoe of the American Institute of Family 

Relations answered the question: 11 How many teen age brides are pregnant 
/.J ;$ re,, I;:; ~ 

on their wedding day? 11 
--

1
"in the USA it is somewhere around 40%! I{ 
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The now famous Moynihan report tells us that less than half of all 

black children live with both parents. Many of the handicaps of the 

American Negro are related to the instability of his family life, high 

promiscuity and illegitimacy. 

White people are catching up fast and, sad to say, Jewish standards 

are likewise going down. 

Many Jewish parents are painfully aware of today's downward drift 

in sex ethics -- yet haven't got the wisdom or will to resist it. 

Formerly, parents were outspoken -- now, many are silent. Formerly they 

stressed self control -- now birth control! 

Parents used to speak of self respect: 

11 A Jew is different," they said. 

Now, their best advice is: "Play it safe. 11 

It is the easy way out. There is no fight, no argument; but, never 

forget that a m rc.lity that costs nothing is worth nothing. It will 

produce none of the character and virtue that made the Jews a great people. 

The current pre-marital permissiveness radically changes the whole 

pattern of mate selection. With physical attraction so quickly given sway, 

other important criteria, such as character, intellect and family 

background are being overlooked. As random sexual involvements with 

persons otherwise unsuitable for marriage increase, so does the risk of 

drifting into an undesirable marriage. Many are obviously acting in the 

spirit of the Playboy philosophy: Life is supposed to be fun, and if it 

isn't, get another partner. No more sacrifice, no more self denial, no 
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Throughout our history, our people were never guided by statistics in 

moral questions. If the majority was opposed to our standard, so much the 

worse for the majority. Ours was never a morality of adjustment, but of 

high aspiration. 

The authentic Jew must at all times take the risk of being out of 

step with his environment, of being called a square, a prude, and, if you 

will, a relic from the Middle Ages. There is a price to be paid for 

being different but -- that which costs nothing is worth nothing. 

3. RELIGION 

Synagogue membership is presently at a very high level in the United 

States, the highest ever in our history, but what does it prove? 

According to a recent poll oo~: ~Jj!Ba~JB§l§~:3!1!iMmdmo~e~a~. only 6% of Reform 

Jews in this country attend Sabbath services every week. There are places 

where the percentage is a little higher. But, for the remaining 90% or 

more, Judaism is strictly a High Holy Day affair. 

One is reminded of an incident reported out of Poland . During Polish

Soviet Friendship week, the streets of Warsaw were plastered with posters 

reading: 

"Polish-Soviet Friendship Week. 11 

An unknown wit scribbled under one sign: 

"OK--but not one second longer!" ,--

Quite a few of our members are putting a similar endorsement on our 

High Holy Day week: 

"OK, but not one second after Yorn Kippur! 11 
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Imagine a very curious Gentile neighbor secretly following you 

around on a typical day, from early morning to late at night. What 

would be observe about you in your home that makes you different from 

him? Would he see you open a book of prayers? If he listened in on 

your table conversation, would he hear a thought or saying quoted from 

the Bible or any of the Jewish classics? 

Spiritual poverty disgraces our affluence. Where is the spice of 

Jewish wit and learning that used to enrich the everyday life of the 

Jew? There were times when, to be a Jew, was hard--but it was never dull. 

If Judaism required an entrance e~amination, could you get in? 

Which of the Jewish classics in ethics and theology have you read? How 

many books of Jewish content, besides the Jewish cookbook, have found 

their way into your home? 

A woman applying to the Bureau of Motor Vehicles for a driver's 

license said to the clerk: 

"Could we skip the driver's test? I only want it for identification!" 

That is what Judaism has become for many ~~lffi~iEa~ -- a mere 

label of identification: no need to study, no required practice, no 

interference with comfort or convenience, no commitment to anything. 

It costs no effort and, naturally, it produces nothing. 

It is t L~e credit of our youth today that they have little use for 

such token Judaism. They are looking for a more tangible, emotionally 

stirring religious life. 

A few weeks ago, we welcomed back some of our young people who spent 

the summer in Israel. One girl described a Sabbath visit with an Israeli 

family. She raved about the warmth, the , singing, the exuberance and 

religious enthusiasm she saw. It was an atmosphere in which her own 
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Jewishness came alive. With natural candor she burst out: 

11 We don't have anything like it in our home! 11 

If only I could make our parents see what they are missing in the 

way of shared religious experience at home! How foolish our people are in 

neglecting those solemn family occasions provided by Judaism on the 

Sabbath and on the holidays. If only I could convince parents that their 

job is not to send the child to Temple, but go with him and share with 

him, week after week, something of the sacred, our people, our God. 

I saw a beautiful scene recently. A father put his own prayerbook 

away in order to read out of the book which his young son held in his 

hand --- and so the father put his 
f) i,e.65 lv-e- //,,,,' ?t../1 

pew. How ..-It. this gesture 

I i I I 

Of course, the sharing of religion between parents and children 
ciQ..v·e. o lke,;v(;---

requires a good deal of planning. Effort must go into the , · of 

a religious life style at home. It takes time to attend the synagogue. 
det'er-,,,,111a.:f1•0~ 

Judaism is not easy, but it can be learned with a little CF ·~and sacrifice. 

The rule holds true of religion as of every other value: 

That which costs nothing, is worth nothing. 

APPEAL 

There must be people here this evening who are looking for something 
J<,,-,,..d 

better than a phony, minimal Sla!t of Judaism. It is to these seekers of a 

religion that really works that I now appeal for a spiritual Aliyah! 

Aliyah means 11 going up, 11 either going up to Zion or going up to the Torah. 

We say, when a person is called up to the Torah, that he is getting an 

11 Al iyah. 11 I would like to call you up to the Torah--Torah in the larger 
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sense of 11 learning. 11 I would like to ask you to corrmit yourself to a 

personal escalation, to higher spiritual levels of knowledge and 

practice. 

The Judaizing of the Jew has never been accomplished without the 

Sabbath and without learning. Your visit to the Synagogue on the Sabbath ~~----------
helps econstitute!'the Jewish reconstitute ~ as a Je ~ cl <a~'¼.:t) f f ,-tk. 
Judaism, as a way of life, involves at least that much. 

Your very next step must be the decision to become a learning Jew--

., I an lifetime Jearojpg wi±i::lgut grad11d~e,-,, nit:l,odt: t:c::::i11atiot1. 

all 

As you entered our Sanctuary tonight you were given two brochures, 

one, announcing the new Sunday Scholar Series, the other outlining a 

diversified program of Jewish studies. Resolve to take tl5P. advantage 

of• the learning experiences we offer you this year. 

* * * 
In life, my friends, there is no bargain basement. If you want 

something genuine, you must pay for it: 

In friendship -- you must give of yourself 

Morality demands sacrifices. 

Religion wants your heart, soul and might: 7,.~ic,: r;,:;-- JZ7J [;i"I j""'j J;~ 
If it costs nothing, it is worth nothing! 

Don't give God empty gestures. 

King David would not build an altar upon a piece of land which cost 

him nothing. Be like David. Give God something that really counts: 

above all, your time, your attention, -- and, on that basis, build your 

altar of a more meaningful personal Judaism. 

AMEN 
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THE COST OF JEWISH LIVING 
By Rabbi Joshua O. Haberman 

Kol Nidre 
Tuesday, September 28, 1971 

For many centuries, Jews have bared their souls on this night. 

Better than words, the Kol Nidre expresses 
the pangs of conscience, the mood of contrition, the yearning for 

reconciliation. The challenge is self-improvement, self-transcendence, 

rising above an inner self which we must reject. This is not easy. 

Are you willing to pay ihe price? 
The Bible records King David which is applicable 

.,,. , 1 h h ,' 1 y a, "f->' {) vt--:'.) • 
t o anyone .,-,,., '~ · eee½' 

It happ ened during the negotiation for the purchase of a piece 

of land. David had made up his mind to build an altar as 

~mimmmaih atonement for a grave sin. A suitable piece of property 

was found in JerusalemJowned by the Jebusite aristocrat Araunah: 

And David said: "I have come to buy your threshing-floor in 

order to build an altar unto the Lord. 11 

Araunah answered: 11 Let my master take the threshing-floor as a 

gift• II 

The King replied: 11 No, I shall certainly buy it at a price. 

For I shall not offer unto the Lord, my God, that which costs me 
~ 'lt,-.,' v · '}1.,•df·r:o -

David was a complex personality; a tender poet~ i s· i f1; 

magnificent when he acted nobly; terrible, when he sinned. But one thing 
'tvc.s ?Jot 

David ,.urn s: he was never a phony! 

11 1 shall not offer that which costs me nothing." 

and in religion, you can put it down as a basic rule: 

nothing is worth nothing! 

that wHch 
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l. FRIENDSHIP 

If people were not so inhibited, the newspapers would be full of 

want-ads saying 11 I want a friend. 11 Modern man is terribly lonely. 

There are all kinds of loneliness. The worst is .tc J l11ess I ®he fflids; 

<!£_ a ~. omgq~ alienation, the lack of genuine relationship, the absence 

of concern, the feeling that nobody really cares. 

Many millions of little transistor radios have been sold not because 

the programs are so good, but because •people M s ls::215. I u,p]:.e 

crave the sound of a human voice. It gives them the illusion of a 

human presence. So, they carry the little mechanical companion around 

wherever they go. 

The loneliness of the average American is also reflected in adver

tising. Not long ago, driving along on a highway, I saw a huge outdoors 

advertisement which, from the distance, appeared as a gold-black frame 

with a brief message in large letters: 

11 VISIT A FRIEND THIS WEEK. II 

"Nice idea, 11 I thought--until, coming closer to the sign, I could 

read the second line: 

"SEE YOUR FORD DEALER" 

Our relationships have become largely connections: we are treated 

as customers, clients, constituents. We are names on many mailing lists 

who receive lots of letters with phony declarations of friendship. We 

collect a pile of holiday greetings from business firms and birthday 

( :,, cards from insurance companies. It is all scheduled by computer~s;~,L/:tJ.., ~-~~~=~~~;=;..;;~~{~~S: 
and mechanical. What is lacking is ;Ja~ real, genuine ~ 

. . -

ention, :fi v 
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The worst of our sins for which we should repent this Yom Kippur 

may not be a specific wrong-doing or mistreatment, but treating 

people as non-persons, refusing to relate to them, denying them 

our awareness. The opposite of love is not hate, but indifference. 

A black woman once told me: "White folks have a way of looking 
without really seeing us." 

There is no pain like the neglect of the human heart ---

no denial more frustrating than the denial of genuine relationship. 

The reaction is often violent and destructive. 

Wise parents and teachers have known for a long time that 

the disturbing and disruptive child very likely is using 

misbeaavior as an attention-getting device, a desperate plea 

that says: "Look at me, pay attention, show me that you care!" 

/The flurry of student rebellions a few years a~o has, at leas~ 

in part, been explained as the embittered reaction of youth to 

the impersonal treatment which they experienced on the campus. 

Too many professors have no time to relate to the students 
as persons. TeachingaMi~&riiimdat~Sscreens are reducing 

contact with living persons. Exams are taken on punch-cards 

and are being graded by computers. The depersonalization 

of the )earning process, it is argued, provided some oft.he 

fuel of frustration and rage which ignited into violence. 

Each of us ~evaluate his personal relationships. 

Are we guilty of non-communication with members of our 

own family? Do we listen and pay attention? 
Do we treat people we ~&rlhei?&flsf~td¥~iduals with heart and feeling? 

Do we ever express interest in their personal concerns? 

Many of us have become so atrophied in our awareness and 

capacity to :ir.. elate to others that we stand in need of sensitivity 

training. Encounter groups for such purposes are sweeping the 

country. 
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Let us be aware of the symptomatic significance of these 

sensitivity trainiug programs: 

Woe unto the genera1.,ion which stands in need of crash -courses 

on the art of acting human! 

Ia it not a pathetic commentary on our way of life that grown 

adults must be playing games such as shaking legs instead of 

shaking hands in order to break the ice between them? 

Is it not sad that we need to be shocked out of our indifference 

by such gimmicks? 

Usuful as sensitivity training may be, it is no more than a 

"come-on" in human relation.s. When initial inhibitions fall away 

and contact with another person is made in a socalled encounter 

session, the old equation will hold true again: You cannot 

get out of a relationship what you don't give to it. It must be 
y C, ~, r- ~ .S, 

more than playing games. It ir:reB a gift of yourself to the 

other, the giving of full attention, of concern, of personal 

involvement in the problems, pains and burdens of the •••••ro other. 

A Hasidic rabbi told of a conversation he overheard between 

2 peasants in a tavern as they were drinking together: 

i,-Do you love me, brother, --asked one whose heart was heavy. 

"Sure, ---what do you need?" 

"YOU WOULD KNOW IT, IF YOU l 2 LOVED ME"-- was his answer. 

Real friendship is invo~Yement, identification with the other; 

The best definition of friendship I know came from a child who 

defined friendship as 11YOUR PAIN IN MY STOMACH" 

such a relationsi.hip can be taxing, even burdensome, but 

friendship that costs nothing, isworth nothing! 
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2. MORALITY 

We hear much these days about the so-called 11 new 11 morality. It is 

welcomed in many quarters as a kind of liberation from old fashioned 

inhibitions and restraints. The new morality promises fuller scope for 

self expression, -- the assumption being that happiness is doing what 

comes naturally. 

How does the new morality deal with the problem of human delinquency? 
f%d5~ 

It ,1,abandon the categories of sbssfot&- right and wrong., d s 1h1tH 1:ee /t-r. p1;0,- of 
aie:m•• the psychologically oriented categories of normal and abnormal. 

What is normal? That which is done by the majority. From this point 

of view, statistical surveys become the guide lines of the new morality. 

If, for example, promiscuity is widespread, it is normal . ..What is IHH'FAal 

.~nnet be d Jfar,11:1 t It's the 11 everybody 1 s-doing-it 11 psychology. 

---P t il ztir;]lg 1aald119, .oliat J;;,, e devotees of the new mora 
iv h~-ob~ w'f-

P..Ul.j&Je .. e I JI cl , it.1-l- the old moral standard? have a 

simple solution: if the majority can no longer live up to the old 

moral standard, then lower the standard down to the level of the 

people. 

Now, there is one unbeatable rule in life: you may be free to act 

as you choose, but you're not free to determine the consequences of 

your choice. The consequences of the new morality are quite revealing. 

Several years ago the State of Connecticut reported that one out of 

six girls between the ages of 13 to 20 was pregnant out of wedlock. 

This year the highly respected Dr. Paul Popenoe of the American Institute 

of Family Relations answered the question: 11 How many teen age brides 

are pregnant on their wedding day? 11 
-- in the USA it is somewhere around 

40%! 



• 
The now famous Moynihan report tells us that less than half of all 

black children live with both parents. Many of the handicaps of the 

American Negro are related to the instability of his family life, 

high promiscuity and illegitimacy. 

White people are catching up fast and, sadi to say, Jewish standards 

are likewise going down. 



I 

., ..,gerHffOblS s.r:id distiAg1dsbed gentJewaA seated at 111y side =.nat<iM§£3h..ia!tfto f.. 

-tlie fiftee11 young 111a,, ied cot:Aples wl,o Wei e close fr· ier1ds of Iii~ son an:e 

married 5 years ar Jess, over half wer9 contemplatin9 di,orce. Many are 

obviously acting in the spirit of the Playboy philosophy: Life is supposed 

to be fun, and if it isn't get another partner. No more sacrifice, no more 

no more struggle to preserve the marriage. Easy come, easy go. 
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Parents used to speak of $$~s~~ffiiiiij~!~!~i~t.i::=:a11~d~self respect: 

11 A Jew is different, 11 they said. 

Now, their best advice is: 11 Play it safe.
11 

It is the easy way out. There is no fight, no argument; but, never 

' forget that amorality that costs nothing is worth nothing. It will produce 

none of the character and virtue that made ~he Jews a great people. 

The current pre-marital permissiveness radically changes the whole 

pattern of mate selection. With physical attraction so quickly given 

sway, other important criteria, such as h c aracter, intellect and 

family background are being overlooked. As random sexual involvements 

increase, so does the with persons otherwise uns1table for marr1·age . 

risk of drifting into an undesin:ble marriage. 



• -~-Throughout our hi story, our people were <i4 I pl llied a::d never 

guided by statistics in moral questions. If the majority was opposed 

to our standard, so much the worse for the majority. Ours was never a 

morality of adjustment, but of high aspiration. 

The authentic Jew must at all times take the risk of being out of 

step with his environment, of being called a square, a prude, and, if 

you will, a relic from the Middle Ages. There is a price to be paid 

for being different but -- that which costs nothing is worth nothing. 

3. RELIGION 

Synagogue membership is presently at a very high level in the United 

States, the highest ever in our history, - - but, what does it prove? 

~~ Judajsw a mel"e eff9btiue religion RQH eeea11:se .. e lia11ea hlgget membership 

According to a recent Si &~ poll on ~ ance, only 4% of ~~'-\.

Jews in this country attend' Sabba t~ services every week. There are 
8, /, /.J(j_ 

places where the percentage isl\.higher.~~™d:::~t~b~e~ree~a~r~e~ tl~~o~s~e~11~1h~e~r~Q~itt-:1Hr·s 

· ':.¥:@!b: Jo: re • IA ot1rt:Jmt1 , 11rfl:)"ftgatio0 • te osti111ete H1a=t s0mett1 i119 close, te~ 

~ ml are meI2 01 less tegtt-l-a-& attcraaAt3 at 101t Sahba-t~ servke:i?: But, for 

the remaining 90% or more, Judaism is strictly a High Holy Day affair. 
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One is reminded of an incident reported out of Poland. During Polish

Soviet Friendship week, the streets of Warsaw were plastered with posters 

reading: 

"Polish-Soviet Friendship Week. 11 

An unknown wit scribbled under one sign: 

11 OK--but not one second longer!" 

Quite a few of our members are putting a similar endorsement on our 

High Holy Day week: 

"OK, but not one second after Yorn Kippur!" 

\ Imagine a very curious Gentile neighbor secretly following you 

around on a typical day, from early morning to late at night. What 

would he observe about you in your home that makes you different from 

him? Would he see you open a book of prayers? If he listened in on 

your table conversation, would he hear a thought or saying quoted 

If Judaism require an entrance examination, could you get in? 

Whi-ch of the Jewish classics in ethics and theology have you read? 

How many books of Jewish content, besides the Jewish cookbook, have 

found their way into your home? 

poverty disgraces our affluence. Where is the spice 

and learning that used to enrich the everyday life of the Jew? 

times when, to be a Jew, was hard--but it was never dull. 

~lg11; 0~, ~cop1c are sn f ler 1119 -- +rem 601edoni¥= 

A woman applying to th1:::.!N!@?Jb;i$ijiij Bureau of Motor Vehicles for a 

driver's license said to the clerk: 
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"Could we skip the driver's test? I only want it for identification! 11 

That is what Judaism has become for many of our people -- a mere 

label of identification: no need to study,no required practice, no 

interference with comfort or convenience, no commitment to anythinq. 

It costs no effort and, naturally, it produces nothing. 



It is to the credit of our youth today that they have 

little use for such token Judaism. They are looking for a 

more tangible, emotionally stirring religious life. 

A few weeks ago, we welcomed back some of our young people 

who spent the summer in Israel. One girl described a Sabbath 

visit with an Israeli family. She raved about the warmth, the 

singing, the exuberance and religious enthusiasm she saw. 

rt was an atmosphere in which her own ,, ewishness came alive. 

With natural candor she burst out: 

"We don't have anything like it in our ... home." ---If laly I could ma~our parents see what they are missing 

in the way of shared religious experience at home! 

How foolish our people are in neglecting those solemn family 

occasions provided by Judaism on the Sabbath and on the holidays. 

If only I could convince ~ par en ts -erf Baz Hi l.z"Vah canaieaM" 

a~~s~@~fi~t~t~· Bl!'l!!md~s~ that their job is not to ! end the child to Temple, 

but go with him and share with him, week after week, 

something of the sacred, our people, our God. 

I saw a beautiful scene recently. A father put his own 
_,wP....,y Z, 

prayerbook away in order to read out of the bookllhis young 
£"'fk4.-son held in his hand, --- and so,the put his arm around the boy 

/ \:, 

next to him in t~e pew. How much tat. t: e s .c essei:i tbJ :rngb 
cl 

this gesture. aff ection, reassurance, the common bond of faith 

Of course, the sharing of religion between par entB 

and children requires a good deal of planning. Effort 

must go into the crea tion of a religious t &lj life style at 

home. It takes time to attend the eynagogue. Judaasm is 

not easy but it can be learned with a little effort and sacrifice. 

1S1ft. <The { uie holds t. rue of religion as of every other value: 

That which costs nothing, is worth nothing. 



,--

her must be eo le here 
H ) \-\ / / /}f-1. d:1 j Ida :C £ _. 

better tha n-~~ sort of 

religion that really works that 

APPEAL 

this evening who are looking for something 

Judaism. It is to these seekers of a 
~IAr"-~ '--vJ..:U -t; 

I · I n ::rkrsiT 11 Plinh 11 
~ t._ ~ ~~ ~ t;,r iii :1 !I!! ... 

spiritual Aliyah! Aliyah means 11 going up, 11 either going up to Zion 

or going up to the Torah. We say when a person is called to the Torah 

that he is getting an 11 Aliyah. 11 I would like to call you up to the 

Torah--Torah in the larger/ense of "learning." I would like to ask you 

to commit yourself to a personal escalation) to higher spiritual levels 

of knowledge and practice. 

The Juda~ing of the Jew has never been accomplished without the 

Sabbath and without learning. Your visit to the Synagogue on the Sabbath ~ / .5 
~~~c-c ,-_~{-:~ 

reconstitute-the °tjf' t;g Jewish people and t:0 2 nser pecs~as a Jew. 
1:7 

Judaism, as a way of life, involves at least that much. Your very next 

step must be the decision to become a learning Jew--! mean lifetime 

learning without graduation, without termination. Make a decision, 

however small, to involve yourself in this spiritual upward movement. 



As you entered our sanctuary tonight you were given two brochures, 

one, announcing the new Sunday Scholar Series, the other outlining a R~@st 

diversified program of Jewish studies. Resolve to take full advantage 

of all the learning experiences we offer you this year. 
xx~ 

In life, my friends, there is no bargain basement. If you want 

something genuine, you must pay for it: 

In friendship,--you must give of yourself. 

Moralit1, demands sacrifices. 
~ 

Religion, wants all your heart, soul and might. 

If it costs nothing, it is worth nothing! 

Don't give God empty gestures. 

King David would not build an altar upon a piece of land which cost 

him nothing. Be like David. Give God something that really counts: 

above al ) your time, your attention,--and, on that basis, build your 

altar of a more meaningful personal Judaism. 

AMEN 
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EVOCATION OF MEMORY 

By Ra bbi Jos hua 0. Haberman 

Yizkor-Yom Kippur 
1971 

This is supremely an hour of memory. Each of us, temporarily, 

retreats silently to the i nnermost chamber of his heart. Those 

abou t us must forgive us if, for a few moments, we turn away from 

t he pressing demands of today and revive t he past, waiting for that 

spiritual resurrection v,hich is t he magic of memory. It is a good 

thi ng t hat it is but a short period in whi ch we retreat to our memory-

for memory is no t a place to live, but only to visit. 

When we travel t hroug h scenically beautiful land, we someti mes come 

to a point in t he road on a high elevation where there is a turn-off, 

an observation point for t hose who want t o pa use for a \'lhil e and see 

t he view .•• 

l e now stand upon such an observat i on poi nt -- and we are looking 

back upon our life. 

As we see the larger landscape of life , we wonder : 

What is a singl e genera t i on , what i s a si ngle lifeti me, measured 

against t he vastness of ti me? A t housand years are but as yesterday 

when it is past ••• As we stand on this suITITiit of reflection, on this 

spiritual height, we take in the vi ew of endl ess ti me and we are uplifted 

by t he suggestion of a hi gher reality, of a supreme being whose infinity 

of power matches the infinity of space and ti me. 

Our eyes withdraw from distant horizons and we gaze at the mountain 

ranges t hat move closer to us -- the milleni a of history, the centuries 

t ha t have passed. Ri ght before us are our own yesterdays -- a most familiar 

landscape ••• Down i n t his valley before us are the paths our dear ones 
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vJalked. He remember the stretch of the road we walked with them. We 

see before us places which \"le passed together - the years of life when our 

beloved still walked with us at our side •.• 

There must be some who in t his hour can almost feel again the touch of 

a mother's hand, or father's embrace, or in thinking of a beloved companion 

imagine t he ir dear one at their side. ~~e revel in the memory of years 

that lie not far behind ••• And yet, when our departed were still alive 

and close to us, it was not always easy to tell what aims they pursued, 

what goa 1 s they were trying to reach. 

Nm·1, t hat we look upon the larger map of 1 ife spread out before us, 

their lives are clearly marked lines and we see t hem as continuation of 

ancestral highways, continuation of tradition . When they were still alive, 

each seemed to be a distinctly separate individual, so different from all 

others. Now , that we look back upon them with the eye of memory, we see 

their lives as part of a whole generation, we see them as part of humanity, 

and the high points of their lives are not essentially different from the 

high points of every life! Birth, grm-1th, maturity and death. l~hen 

they were still alive, we knew them as distinctive individuals and now 

\'Je see them as part of all humanity, as bearers of a corrmon destiny. 

r ust we not see ourselves as part of this destiny? Do not the roads 

our forefathers travelled lead directly to the spot on which we stand 

today? Is not the meaning of our own life in the continuation of the road 

in the direction our forefathers chose? 

If only we could fully understand and appreciate the line of experience 

our departed traced for us on the map of life. How precious this hour 

with its evocation of memory could be to us, if only we could absorb the 
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life-time lessons of our departed, if we could learn from their achieve

ments an be warned by their mistakes. Our own experience may come too 

late for us to profit by. If only we could take to heart the lessons of 

life our dear ones bequeathed unto us. In his parting message, Moses said: 

"Remember the days of old, 

Consider the years of many generations; 

Ask thy father and he wi 11 dee la re unto thee, 

Thine elders, and they will tel1 thee. 11 

(Dt. 32.7) 

Our departed plead with us, do not forget what we have learned. 

Their voices have been silenced, but their lives still speak to us in 

these moments of memory. Do not repeat our mistakes, they plead with us. 

Make peace with one another; repair broken friendships, restore family ties that 

have snapped asunder. Husbands and wives, remain worthy of love, keep the 

respect of children, keep t he love of elders. Win an honorable name in 

t he community. 

He have lingered a while with our memory. We gazed upon the lives of 

our departed lived. And now the tim has come for us to turn back to 

our own lives, to resume the journey on which God sent us ... The ti me 

has come to turn away from yesterday and to think of tomorrow. 

How comforting it is for us to know that we do not walk alone --- that 

we move in th 1,:my of humanity, in the way of rnany generations. As our 

ways are continuations of the highways of life, so our very existence is 

an extension of that which was, to that which shall be. We are the bridge 

over ~hich the past moves into the future. 
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"The Lord has given, the Lord has taken." 

If He gave us much , it ~-Jas much that He took a~1ay, and yet He did 

not take everytling. He left unto us the priceless gift of memo ry. 

Hm1 lovely is the place of memory. It is a ho ly place and we shall revisit 

it again and again as a ho ly brotherhood of faith saying: 

The Lord has given , the Lord has taken, 

The Name of the Lord be blessed. 

AMEN 



EVOCATION OF MEMORY 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 

Yizkor-Yom Kippur 
1971 

This is supremely an hour of memory. Each of us, temporarily, 

retreats silently to the innermost chamber of his heart. Those 

about us must forgive us if, for a few moments, we turn away from 

the pressing demands of today and revive the past, waiting for that 

spiritual resurrection which is the magic of memory. It is a good 

thing that it is but a short period in which we retreat to our memory-

for memory is not a place to live, but only to visit. 

When we travel through scenically beautiful land, we sometimes come 

to a point in the road on a high elevation where there is a turn-off, 

an observation point for those who want to pause for a while and see 

the view ... 

We now stand upon such an observation point - - and we are looking 

back upon our life. 

As we see the larger landscape of life, we wonder: 

What is a single generation, what is a single lifetime, measured 

against the vastness of time? A thousand years are but as yesterday 

when it is past ..• As we stand on this summit of reflection, on this 

spiritual height, we take in the view of endless time and we are uplifted 

by the suggestion of a higher reality, of a supreme being 111 :1 inf" ·;g b~d 

e:!S .£?".C: 111 l>l:M the infinity of space and time. 

Our eyes withdraw from distant horizons and we gaze at the mountain 

ranges that move closer to us -- the millenia of history, the centuries 

that have passed. Right before us are our own yesterdays -- a most familiar 

landscape .•. ~!Wil In tbis:--va1J i, Le ~ e the paths our dear ones 



walked. We remember the stretch of the road we walked with them. We 

see before us places which we passed together - the years of life when our 

beloved still walked with us at our side ... 

There must be some who in this hour can almost feel again the touch of 

a mother's hand, or father's embrace, or in thinking of a beloved companion 

imagine their dear one at their side. We revel in the memory of years 

that lie not far behind ..• And yet, when our departed were still alive 

and close to us, it was not always easy to tell what aims they pursued, 

what goals they were trying to reach. 

Now, that we look upon the larger map of life spread out before us, 

their lives are clearly marked lines and we see them as continuation of 

ancestral highways, continuation of tradition. When they were still alive, 

each seemed to be a distinctly separate individual, so different from all 

others. Now, that we look back upon them with the eye of memory, we see 

their lives as part of a whole generation, we see them as part of humanity, 

and the high points of their lives are not essentially different from the 

high points of every life! Birth, growth, maturity and death. 

ti'R:!y 1'i'ere still ali.c, 1.e k,1et. L11e111 as aistineti.s i11di.iaui1.h a,vl f'IPbb 
<}10W /'ht 7M1/k.nd-

~ see them as part of~i a ·:e, as bearers of a common destiny. 
,1 

Must we not see ourselves as part of this destiny? Do not the roads 

our forefathers travelled lead directly to the spot on which we stand 

today? Is not the meaning of our own life in the continuation of the roa9 

in the direction our forefathers chose? 

If only we could fully understand and appreciate the line of experience 

our departed traced for us on the map of life! How precious this hour 

with its evocation of memory could be to us, if only we could absorb the 
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life-time lessons of our departed, if we could learn from their achieve

ments and be warned by their mistakes. Our own experience may come too 

late for us to profit by. If only we could take to heart the lessons of 

life our dear ones bequeathed unto us. In his parting message, Moses said: 

"Remember the days of old, 

Consider the years of many generations; 

Ask thy father and he will declare unto thee, 

Thine elders, and they will tell thee. 11 

(Dt. 32.7) 

r . 
,Pdl'r' ,})J/J' )iJ' 

r . 

')1q4 -,,:; --"j~ !J' >-r~ ~! ,r~,~ ~ 
:/ { • /)fl/C 'i l.)J:; 

Our departed plead with us, do not forget what we have learned. 

Their voices have been silenced, but their lives still speak to us in 

these moments of memory. Do not repeat our mistakes, they plead with us. 

Make peace with one another; repair broken friendships, restore family ties that 

have snapped asunder. Husbands and wives : remain worthy of love, keep the 

respect of children, keep the love of elders ~ Win an honorable name in 

th ·t I e commun, y. 

We have lingered a while with our memory. We gazed upon the lives 

our departed lived. And now the time has come for us to turn back to 

our own lives, to resume the journey on which God sent us ... The time 

has come to turn away from yesterday and to think of tomorrow. 

How comforting it is for us to know that we do not walk alone --- that 

we move in ti; 5 sf l1Ll11 iillJt;,: in the way of many generations. As our 

ways are continuations of the highways of life, so our very existence is 

an extension of that which was, to that which shall be. We are the bridge 

over which the past moves into the future. 
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11The Lord has given, the Lord has taken. 11 

If He gave us much, it was much that He took away, and yet He did 

not take everything. He left unto us the priceless gift of memory. 

How lovely is the place of memory. It is a holy place and we shall revisit 

it again and again as a holy brotherhood of faith saying: 

The Lord has given, the Lord has taken, 

The Name of the Lord be blessed. 

AMEN 
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Rabbi's Column 

DO-IT-YOURSELF RELIGION 

Yom Kippur has a fantastic hold upon our people. In a 

strange rwist, almost an ironic commentary on Jewish life, this 

holiday so sacred ro the Jewish people concerns itself almost 

entirely with questions of theology. T he 

individual's relationship ro God and ro 

man constitute the supreme problems. 

Yorn Kippur refutes the notion that Jews 

are secular people, involved in nationalist 

or cultural pursuits only, indifferent to 

matters of faith or dogma. The day is 

given over ro prayer and fasting, to seek

ing aronement for sins and Divine pardon. 

RABBI HE owadays, people consider it a sign of 

weakness ro admit mistakes. The think they "lose face" if they 

are found tO be at fault Even the psychiatrists have taken over 

the concept of guilt and warned what it can do to a person's 

emotional equilibrium. But Judaism has always maintained that 

finding redemption from making mistakes is good for one's 

o man is so good that he is perfect and so bad 
~ =;=th:;;;a::.t ~hl:!!!e::c=an==n:!::o=t=r:s:e:;-e-e-m himself through penitance. But he must 

do this himself. No one stands berween him and God, no 

mediator or priest. No one can substitute for the person who 

sins; it is he who has turned away and he who must return. 

Yorn Kippur declares that man can and must attempt his 

own moral regeneration through aronement, through teshuva. 

Thus, in contrast to the Paulinian gospel of redemption, which 

holds that man is full of guilt and can do nothing to extricate 

himself from sin without an intermediary to obtain God's grace, 

Judaism proclaims that atonement is the medium and the 

message. 

Repentance involves return. It means to turn back to God 

by turning away from wrongdoing to the ways of righteous

ness. As Philo said ages ago, repentance avails only when a 

man's repentance is not only a mere promise but is demon

stra ted by his actions. 
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~abbatb ~erbices 
§abhatt, of ~epentanre 

~qahhut §,quua 
FRIDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 24, at 5:30 

DR. HERTZ will officiate 

SATURDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 25, at 11:15 

RABBI KANTER will preach on 

"Questions and Answers 
About Yom Kippur" 

lam 1!\ippur 
~rruirrs 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 
EARLY SERVICE 

AT 7:00 
LA TE SERVICE 

AT 9:00 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29 

RABBI HERTZ 
will preach 
RABBI HERTZ 
will preach 

MORNING SERVICE RABBI KANTER 
AT 10:00 will preach 

CHILDREN'S SERVICE 
MAIN SANCTUARY RABBI HERTZ 

AT 2:00 will preach 
For Parents and Children 

from Pre-School, 
Kindergarten, 

Grades 1 and 2 
YOUNG PEOPLE'S 

SERVICE 
BROWN CHAPEL RABBI KANTER 

AT 2:00 wil l preach 
For Parents and 

Children from 
Grade 3 through Grade 8 

YIZKOR 
MEMORIAL SERVICE RABBI HERTZ 

AT 3:45 will preach 
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Children's Dance Classes 
Start October 5 

We are pleased ro announce that the 
Dance Classes for the 7th and 8th grade 
students of our Religious School will be 
held jointly with Temp 1 e Emanu-El, 
14450 West Ten Mile Road, Oak Park, 
for 10 consecutive sessions on Tuesdays 
from 7: 30 ro 8: 45 p.m. ( the first session 
will be held on Ocrober 5). The classes 
will be taught by Joe Cornell. 

Parents who are interested in register
ing their children in the Dance Classes 
are urged to do so by using the coupon 
below. Enrollment is limited. The fee is 
$25.00 for the ten lessons and checks 
should be made payable ro the Sisterhood 
of Temple Beth· El and mailed to Mrs. 
Edward Stone, Chairman. 

MRS. EDWARD STONE 
51 09 Corners Drive 
Birmingham, Mich. 48010 
Phone: 626-8315 

Dear Mrs. Stone: 
I am enclosing a check for $25.00 for the 
enrollment of my child in the Dance Class 
at Temple Emanu-EI. 

Name of Chil~-----------
Addres,__ _____________ _ 

Grade _ ______________ _ 

Phone _ _ _____________ _ 

I 1 vill _ _ will not __ be able to help 
serve refreshments to the children. 

Congratulations 
BIRTHDAYS 

\ 
\ 

> 

SEPTEMBER 24 Steven Binder Mrs. Oscar Katz 
Elizabeth Anne Goldstone Sheldon Wiener 

Ronald Howard Bergman Ann Louise Grossman 
Rachel Susan Berke Beth Deborah Meyers SEPTEMBER 29 
Morse Birndorf Dr. Samuel J. Nichamin 
Ben B. Fenton, Michael Schreiber Mrs. Thomes E. Fromm 

75th Birthday Lisa Gilbert 
Mrs. Sydney F. Goodfriend SEPTEMBER 27 Carol Rose Himelhoch 
Jerome B. Grossman H. John Jacob 
Harold Josephson Mrs. Sheldon L. Alken Scott Marx 
Robert Bachman Lakin Harold Eidelman Richard Mark Shapero 
Mrs. Ruth K. Lichterman Janice R. Fischer Rachiel Simon Kathy Ann Rose 

Mobel Victoria Ginn Robert Simon 

SEPTEMBER 25 Peggy Ann Kramer Sam Weinberger, 
Kothy Ruthe Kunin 65th Birthday 

Mrs. Wilfred B. Doner Mrs. Edward C. Levy 
Mrs. Irving Goldberg Mrs. Samuel Petek SEPTEMBER 30 
Edwin B. Grauer Alfred Rose 
Barney L. Keywell Nate S. Shapero Morge Shari Colman 
Sol Konikow Vickie Wagner Shelly Alyse Colman 
Barnet Leland Ava Jill Jacobs 
Terri Ellen Loewenstein 

SEPTEMBER 28 Mrs. Allen Kovinsky 
Dean Victor Steven Schreiber 
Jeffrey Wogenberg 

Kathryn Ellen Crane Mrs. Robert S. Schwartz 
Melvern J. Wilner 

Mrs. Stanford P. Freedman Alan Lee Stiebel 

SEPTEMBER 26 Mrs. Arthur Hessler Marshall Weingarden 
Samuel Katcher, 

Glenn Adelson 65th Birthday 

WEODING 

ANNIVERSARIES 
SEPTEMBER 25 

Mr. and Mrs. Sol Z. Hoffman 
Mr . and Mrs. Wilbert Roberts 

SEPTEMBER 26 

Mr. and Mrs. Irving L. Kramer 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin H. Yackness 

SEPTEMBER 27 

Mr. and Mrs. Martin K. Stein 
Mr . ond Mrs. Nat C. Rosenfeld 

SEPTEMBER 29 

Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Chosid 
Mr . and Mrs. Herbert M. Meyer, 

45th Wedding Anniversary 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Newman 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Perlmutter 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Smitt, 

20th Wedding Anniversary 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W . Welling 

ENGAGEMENT 
Peter Goldman, son of Dr. and Mrs. Norman 

Goldman, to Karen Knutson, daughter of Mr. ond 

Mrs. Keith Knutson. 

MARRIAGE 
Charles Steven Owen, son of Mr. and Mrs . George 

Owen, lo Marsha Jean Feigelson, daughter of Dr. 

and Mrs. Howard Feigelson of Cincinnati. 

CONTRIBUTE TO OUR 

BUILDING FUND 

Roger Edword Winkelman 
Mrs. Irving Wolfgang 

NAME[) ANO BLESSED 
Lawrence Alvin Schreiber, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Hanley Schreiber, grandson of Mrs. Alvin Schrei
ber and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Levin, was named 
and blessed al the Saturday Morning Services on 
August 21. 

Jay Alexander Hamburger, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Henry Hamburger, grandson of Mrs. Harold A. 
Robinson and Mr. and Mrs. Abner Hamburger, 
was named and blessed at the Saturday Morning 
Services on August 21. 

VOLUNTEERS 

FOR BRAILLE NEEDED 

A ham radio operator, a profes
sor, a housewife - what do they 
have in common? They are all 
blind! And in order to carry on 
their normal lives they need all 
manner of print material trans
scribed into braille in order that 
they may "see". 

For this we need you - the 
volunteer. Temple Beth El is now 
forming their fall Braille Transcrib
ing Class and a limited amount of 
space is still available. The braille 
writer, paper, books and instruction 
are all furnished free of charge. For 
further information about this re
warding class, p I ease call Mrs. 
Richard Lankin, 626-3377. 



ZPITAPHS 103 

1873 At rest here Saon, Dicon's son, of Acanthos, lies. 
It is sleep from Heaven; say not that a good man dies. 

-Callimachus 

1874 Pay me no tears; nor for my passing grieve: 

1875 

I linger on the lips of men-and live . . 

The Body 
1 1 of 

Benjamin Franklin, Printer 
( Like the ·cover of an old book, 

Its contents torn out, 
And stript of its lettering and gilding,) 

Lies food for worms. 
Yet the work itself shall not be lost, 

For it will (as he believed) appear once more, 
In a new 

And more beautiful edition, 
Corrected and amended 

by 
The Author. 

-Ennius 

-Franklin 

1876 Here lies Nolly Goldsmith, for shortness called Noll, 
Who wrote like an angel, but talk'd like poor Poll. -Carri.ck 

1877 No heap of dust is Erasippus' grave, 
Nor funeral stone, but all the wild sea wave, 
As wide and far as e'er thine eye can see. -Glaucus 

1878 Here lies Anacreon: then, stranger, pour 
Freely thy wine-.'.-I'm thirsty as of yor.e. -Greek epitaph 

1879 My country and my name inquire not: I 
Wish all who pass my tomb like me to die. -Greek epitaph 

1880 Here ended my sad life, my tomb you see, 
Ask not my name--on all my curses be! -Greek epitaph 

1881 

1882 

1883 

Here lies the Christian, judge, and poet Peter, 
Who broke the laws of Go_d, and man, and metre. 

-John Gibso;1 Lockhart on Lord Peter Robertson 

Here lapped in hallowed slumber Saon lies, 
Asleep, not dead; a good man never- dies. -Saon of Licanthus 

Here lie I, Timon; who alive, all living men did hate: 
Pass by, and curse thy fill; but pass and stay not here thy gait. 

- Shakespeare 

·' 
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It is not enough for a gardener to love flowers; he must also hate weeds. 

14 
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\ CONTEMPORARY SERVICE OF POETRY AND MUSIC--
2:15 P.M . "America at 200 Years--The 

- f"'115H V01Cf2 J}I Tif.L £ Akrl:lltcA't ~-;;l;,s~~C.~ ..... 

- ~~ L ~ 'J''W"'-?. b ~ 
"---?~ne ~t~ 

I n ?Q L),-.._.,, 
.. 

MEMORIAL & NEILA SERVICE--Shortly 

Rabbi Haberman will preach at e beginning of the Memorial 
Service . (Doors will remain close after the start of the Memorial 
Service until the fin~l Shofar.la, about 5:15 . 

REVISED HIGH HOLYDAY PA~ING GEMENTS 

The Congregation is~ra eful to the Navy Telecommunications 
Command and to the Nation~l resbyterian Church for making available 
to us excellent and parking facilities. 

ROSH HASHONAH DAY 
Hashonah Day Service a idre Services, our members will be 
permitted to park at he Navy elecommunications Command Parking Lot 
at 4401 Massachuszrt s Avenue, W. This lot, next door to the 
Greenbriar Apartme· t House, is "thin easy walking distance to the 
Congregation, tho gh, shuttle se vice will also be ~vailable for all 
services . Ente_;r this lot from Ma sachusetts Avenue just below Ward 
Circle . It is imperative that all cars be removed from the Navy 
Telecommunicjitions Command Parking than 30 minutes 
following services. 

YOJyKIPPUR DAY SERVICES--For Day our principal 
parking facilities will again, as last be available at the 
Natiqhal Presbyterian Church Parking Lo , 4100 Nebraska Avenue at 
Van/Ness Street . There will also be av ry few spaces available 
during the day at the Navy lot . 
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BECKY BREZ ABBOTT 
HATTIE AUERBACH 
BENJAMIN BALLER 
GUSTAVE A. BERMAN 
ISAAC BINDEMAN 
ALBERT BLITZ 
HANNAH BLITZ 
FREDA BOAZ 
BENJAMIN BRAGMAN 
JEAN BRESLAUER 
SOLOMON BRESLAUER 
FLORENZ BREZ 
HERMAN BRODNITZ 
FLORENCE A. BROWN 
ANNA GALLIN 

ESTHER CUTLER 
MYRON GLASER 
J. EDGAR LICHTENSTEIN 

.. 

f',o\.o 'J' ~ r~v-~w .J)o/r~ 
Atrved s~~ -

♦ 

YAHRZEITS - SABBATH OF SEPTEMBER 24-25-1976 

DANIEL RANDOLPH COLE 
PAUL EANET 
BESSIE NATHAN EFROYMSON 
ARCHIE D. ENGEL 
DAVID C. FISHER 
JESSE S. FLEISCHER 
ETHEL GOLDSMITH . 
REBECCA S. GOLDSTEN 
HARRY GOODMAN 
THEODORE GRANIK 
BENJAMIN S. GUBIN 
AMELIA W. HANDELSMAN 
THEKLA KELLERMAN 
CATHERINE B. NARKLE 
NATHAN NATHANSON 

LAID TO REST 

OSCAR HEINEMAN 
PHILIP THUR 

Atv~~lt.-~ 
'1~ Dflw,' cl J)t-11,/:, 

BERDIE FRANK NEY 
AMY D. PHILIPSBORN 
HENRY PHILIPSON 
MICHAEL G. PRESSLER 
DAVID ROTBART 
EMMA RUBESPIERRE 
IDA SALOMON 
ETTA L. SALTZ 
JOSEPHS. SMITH 
CHUCKIE TAISHOFF 
JOSEPH TAISHOFF 
HENRY WINER 
BERTHA YANOWITZ 
IRVING ZITMORE 
SYLVIA ZITTLER 

HARRY KOHN 
ALBERT TOLSTOI 
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FROM THE DESK OF 

Maxine R. Haberman, M.S.W. 
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8422 13EORl31A A V ENUE, ROOM 208, 

SILVER SPRING , MAR YLAND 20910 
Rabbi and Mrs . Joshua Haberman 
8604 Fenway Dr ive 
Bethesda , Md . 20034 
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